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Abstract 

Bangladesh is under the strong influence of the South Asian monsoon. Extensive 

damages caused by frequent severe flood events in this country call for a study of 

nationwide precipitation climatology. Here, we examine spatiotemporal variations of 

precipitation in Bangladesh using rain gauge data at 35 stations for the period 2003 2016. 

The annual precipitation amount in Bangladesh is 2263 mm, and it shows large spatial 

variations. The annual precipitation amount is large in the southeastern coastal region of 

the country and the region close to the Meghalaya Plateau, and it is small in the west 

central region. 17% and 73% of the annual precipitation amount are observed in the pre-

monsoon season (March to May) and monsoon season (June to September), respectively. 

The pattern of the diurnal variation of precipitation differs depending on regions of 

Bangladesh. In the northern region of the country, the precipitation maximum occurs in 

the late night to early morning in both the pre-monsoon and monsoon seasons. The late 

night to early morning maximum of precipitation is associated with the large horizontal 

convergence of low-level water vapor flux. The Himalaya Mountains and the Meghalaya 

Plateau together with more nighttime moisture transport due to the strengthened 

nighttime low-level wind seem to play roles in enhancing nighttime precipitation. In the 

southwestern region of the country, the precipitation maximum is observed in the early 

evening in the pre-monsoon season, which is associated with the large convective 

instability in the afternoon, and it is observed in the early afternoon in the monsoon 

season. In the southeastern region of the country, the diurnal variability of precipitation is 

smallest in the pre-monsoon season compared with other regions of the country in the 
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pre-monsoon and monsoon seasons and the precipitation maximum occurs in the late 

night to early morning in the monsoon season. 

 Satellite retrieval-based precipitation data with high spatial and temporal 

resolutions give opportunity for precipitation research in regions with coarse networks of 

precipitation-measuring instruments. This study evaluates the applicability of the 

Integrated Multi-satellitE Retrievals for Global Precipitation Measurement (IMERG) data 

to studying precipitation in Bangladesh and surrounding regions, and examines important 

features of the diurnal variation of precipitation in these regions using the IMERG data 

and the cyclostationary empirical orthogonal function (CSEOF) analysis method. The 

IMERG data capture the overall patterns of the diurnal variation of precipitation well, 

except for the overestimation of the degree of diurnal variability in the pre-monsoon 

season. The spatial distribution of precipitation is also captured well, except for the 

drastic horizontal change in precipitation within the northeastern region of Bangladesh. 

These encourage the use of the IMERG data for studying precipitation characteristics in 

Bangladesh and surrounding regions. Through the CSEOF analysis, the pre-monsoonal 

precipitation is characterized by the enhanced precipitation in the northern region of 

Bangladesh and the Meghalaya Plateau region in the late night to early morning. The 

monsoonal precipitation consists of two contrasting CSEOF modes. One shows enhanced 

precipitation in the northern region of the Bay of Bengal in 0600 1500 LST, related to 

the strong westerly moisture transport over the Bay of Bengal. The other shows enhanced 

precipitation in the southern slopes of the Meghalaya Plateau and Himalayan Foothills in 

0000 0600 LST, associated with the strong southwesterly moisture transport toward 

these slopes that is neither blocked or deflected by the Arakan Mountains. 
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Accretion process in bulk cloud microphysics schemes can be parameterized 

using the stochastic collection equation (SCE). In this study, the collection efficiency of 

each raindrop cloud droplet pair is applied to the SCE to derive a new accretion 

parameterization that considers a strong variability of accretion rate depending on the 

cloud droplet and raindrop size distributions. To evaluate the new accretion 

parameterization (NP), it is implemented into a cloud-resolving model, replacing the 

original accretion parameterization (OP) based on the continuous collection equation. In 

the idealized simulations of deep convective clouds, NP predicts overall larger accretion 

rates and smaller autoconversion rates than OP. The resultant high 

accretion/autoconversion rate ratio in NP increases the mean raindrop size. This induces 

faster sedimentation of raindrops that is associated with the earlier onset of surface 

precipitation and also weakens the evaporation cooling of raindrops that can affect the 

thermodynamics and dynamics of clouds. Meanwhile, for a given pair of rainwater and 

cloud water mass contents, the accretion rates in NP have a broad distribution while those 

in OP are less variant, suggesting that the dependence of the accretion rates on bulk 

microphysical properties other than the mass contents also needs to be properly 

considered in accretion parameterizations. Most of the aforementioned differences 

between the two accretion parameterizations found in the idealized simulations are also 

found in the real-case simulations of a precipitation event over Bangladesh but the 

differences are smaller, and the spatial distribution of the accumulated precipitation 

amount is relatively well predicted by NP compared to OP. 

The Meghalaya Plateau (MP) located in Northeast India is one of the rainiest 

regions in the world. On 18 19 August 2015, the southern slope of MP received 
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extremely heavy precipitation with the 1-day accumulated precipitation amount of 745 

mm at Mawsynram. This study investigates the dynamical, thermodynamical, and cloud 

microphysical processes associated with this event through numerical simulations with 

fine horizontal resolutions (1 km and 1/3 km). The control (CNTL) simulation with 1-km 

grid spacing successfully reproduces the observed spatial pattern of accumulated 

precipitation. From 1500 LST 18 to 0000 LST 19 (P1) when the low-level jet that carries 

warm and moist air toward MP is relatively weak, the upslope region receives a moderate 

amount of precipitation which is initiated over this region due to the orographic lifting, 

while almost no precipitation is received there in the simulation without MP (noMP). 

Warm microphysical processes play dominant roles in the precipitation in P1. From 0000 

to 0900 LST 19 (P2) when the low-level jet is enhanced, the noMP simulation shows a 

moderate amount of precipitation in the upslope region and the CNTL simulation shows 

much heavier precipitation there. Deep convective systems developed upwind of MP 

move toward MP. These convective systems merge together and strengthen over the 

upslope region. The accretion process is substantially enhanced by the vigorous updrafts 

at low levels over the steep slope of MP, resulting in heavy precipitation. The simulation 

with 1/3-km grid spacing shows much heavier precipitation in the upslope region than the 

CNTL simulation. The increased horizontal resolution makes the slopes steeper, which 

results in further intensification of the updrafts over this region. This increase in 

simulated precipitation reduces the deviation from the rain gauge observation, implying 

the importance of very high horizontal resolutions in the simulations of extremely heavy 

precipitation in MP. Further study investigates the sensitivities of simulated precipitation 

to various physical parameterization schemes and the performance of the multiphysics 
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ensemble. Six different cloud microphysics, four different PBL, and three different 

radiation schemes are used. The performance of each scheme and the multiphysics 

ensemble are evaluated. An improved cloud microphysics scheme that includes the 

stochastic autoconversion and accretion processes is also evaluated. Simulations with 

different microphysics schemes show similar spatial distribution patterns of precipitation, 

but precipitation intensity differs depending on which microphysics scheme is employed. 

The multiphysics ensemble shows better performance compared to most of the individual 

ensemble members. The performance of the improved microphysics scheme is similar to 

that of the multiphysics ensemble, improving precipitation prediction considerably. 

 

Keywords: monsoonal precipitation, Bangladesh, Meghalaya Plateau, diurnal variation, 

IMERG, accretion parameterization, extreme precipitation 
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1    Introduction 
 
1.1   Characteristics of observed precipitation in Bangladesh 

 Bangladesh is a South Asian deltaic country with three main rivers, the Ganges, 

the Brahmaputra, and the Meghna, running through it. Its topography is mostly flat 

except for some portions of northeastern and southeastern regions of the country where 

the elevation is higher than 100 m above the sea level. Bangladesh is under the strong 

influence of the South Asian monsoon and experiences frequent severe flood events 

which cause serious losses of lives and properties. 

Bangladesh is a country with much rains. The Mawsynram region of Meghalaya 

state in northeast India is one of the rainiest places in the world. The northeastern region 

of Bangladesh, which is adjacent to the Meghalaya Plateau, and the southeastern coastal 

region of the country adjacent to the Chittagong Hill Tracts receives considerable 

amounts of rain. The rainy season in and around Bangladesh can be divided into pre-

monsoon season (MAM: March, April, and May), monsoon season (JJAS: June, July, 

August, and September), and post-monsoon season (ON: October and November) (Islam 

and Uyeda 2007). Using the rain gauge data from 1998 to 2002, Islam and Uyeda (2007) 

showed that average daily precipitation rates are 5.30, 15.14, and 4.56 mm/day in the pre-

monsoon, monsoon, and post-monsoon seasons, respectively. 

Although the precipitation amount is much smaller in the pre-monsoon season 

than in the monsoon season, investigations of pre-monsoon precipitating systems are 

important because they result in the first precipitation after the end of the dry winter 

season (December to February) and they are convective (Romatschke and Houze 2011). 

In the pre-monsoon season, especially in April, the high thermal instability and vertical 
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wind shear are present over Bangladesh (Yamane and Hayashi 2006), which favors the 

generation of precipitating convective systems. In the northeastern region of Bangladesh, 

precipitating systems in the pre-monsoon season exhibit an extremely convective nature 

(Romatschke et al. 2010). In the regions which include the Meghalaya Plateau region, 

pre-monsoon convection seems to be more sensitive to synoptic forcing than monsoon 

convection (Romatschke and Houze 2011). 

In the monsoon season, on the other hand, strong moist low-level southwesterly 

winds prevail over the Bay of Bengal, which is related to the thermal contrast between 

South Asia and the Indian Ocean (Li and Yanai 1996). In Bangladesh, the summer 

monsoon begins earliest in the extreme southeastern part of the country with a mean start 

date of 2 June, and it begins latest in the extreme northwestern part of the country with a 

mean start date of 15 June (Ahmed and Karmakar 1993). The Meghalaya Plateau plays 

significant roles in producing heavy precipitation in the northeastern region of the 

country (Sato 2013). It is known that monsoon intraseasonal oscillations modulate 

precipitating systems in and around Bangladesh (Ohsawa et al. 2000; Goswami and 

Mohan 2001). An analysis of precipitation in Bangladesh during the 1995 summer 

monsoon season by Ohsawa et al. (2000) shows that the north-south oscillation of the 

monsoon trough dominates the precipitation. 

The diurnal variation of precipitation is an important ingredient of the water cycle 

at any location (Ohsawa et al. 2001). Many observational studies have been conducted to 

examine the diurnal variation of precipitation in India and some part of Bangladesh which 

shares a border with India (Prasad 1970; Ohsawa et al. 2001; Terao et al. 2006). Prasad 

(1970) showed that the precipitation maximum at Cherrapunji located in the Meghalaya 
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Plateau occurs in the late night to early morning. He conjectured that the low-level 

convergence produced by nocturnal katabatic winds may be responsible for the 

precipitation maximum. Ohsawa et al. (2001) found the late night to early morning 

precipitation maximum at stations on the windward side of the Meghalaya Plateau. 

Through a case study using a mesoscale numerical model, Kataoka and Satomura (2005) 

showed that the Meghalaya Plateau or the dammed deep cold air mass in the concave area 

northeast of Bangladesh acts to raise air with high equivalent potential temperature to the 

level of free convection and trigger strong convective systems in the nighttime, thus 

leading to the late night to early morning precipitation maximum. Using the rain gauge 

and rawinsonde data in 2000, Terao et al. (2006) showed that the nocturnal low-level jet 

is one of the causes for the late night to early morning precipitation maximum in the 

northeastern region of the country through the intensified wind which blows against the 

southern side of the Meghalaya Plateau. 

Many studies of precipitation in Bangladesh and surrounding areas have used 

satellite data (e.g., Islam and Uyeda 2008). Satellite-estimated precipitation data have fine 

spatial resolutions but contain some biases and uncertainties (Dai et al. 2007; Islam and 

Uyeda 2008; Zhou et al. 2008; Yuan et al. 2012). Islam and Uyeda (2008) showed that 

the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) data overestimate the pre-monsoon 

precipitation and underestimate the monsoon precipitation in Bangladesh. Tarek et al. 

(2017) showed that in Bangladesh, TRMM data is well matched with rain gauge data for 

average precipitation values on an annual basis, but the deviation is significant for daily 

peak precipitation values. A recent study of comparing six satellite-retrieved precipitation 

products with rain gauge data in Bangladesh (Islam 2018) reveals that the satellite-
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retrieved precipitation products are good in detecting the precipitation occurrence but not 

so good in estimating the precipitation amount. It seems that the precipitation in 

Bangladesh could be better characterized using nationwide rain gauge data rather than 

satellite data. It is noted that studies of the diurnal variation of precipitation in 

Bangladesh have been performed focusing on the northeastern region of the country (or 

focusing on the region of the Meghalaya Plateau and its surrounding) or using short-term 

data (e.g., Islam et al. 2005). Since the diurnal variation of precipitation can vary 

depending on regions (Yang and Slingo 2001), diurnal variations in other regions of 

Bangladesh deserve an investigation with long-term precipitation data. The 

characteristics of the diurnal variation of precipitation in the monsoon season can be to 

some extent different from those in the pre-monsoon season. This also deserves an 

investigation. 

Bangladesh is a densely populated country where people mostly depend on 

agriculture. Moreover, the country is very vulnerable to flooding. A long-term 

precipitation analysis study using data at 12 stations in Bangladesh (Endo et al. 2015) 

shows increasing trends in the annual precipitation amount and the number of wet days. 

Bari et al. (2017) found an increasing trend in precipitation seasonality at some locations 

of northern Bangladesh. A recent study by Basher et al. (2018) reveals that all the indices 

of precipitation extremes in northeast Bangladesh are in a decreasing trend in both the 

pre-monsoon and monsoon seasons, implying that the region might suffer from water 

stress in the future if the decreasing trend continues. For better weather forecasting, 

climate change assessment, agricultural planning, water resource management, and so on, 
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it is necessary, as a first step, to document a reliable climatology of precipitation in it is 

Bangladesh. 

In this study, spatial and temporal variations of precipitation in Bangladesh, 

particularly focusing on its diurnal variation, are examined using 14-year nationwide rain 

gauge data and reanalysis data in chapter 2. In subsection 2.1, the data used in this study 

are described. In subsection 2.2, the results are presented and discussed. In chapter 6.1, 

summary and conclusions are given. 

 

1.2   Applicability of IMERG data to precipitation studies in 

and around Bangladesh 

 Bangladesh is located in South Asia and is the largest deltaic country in the world. 

Its location and geographical features make the country one of the heaviest precipitated 

regions in the world. Bangladesh receives 17%, 73%, and 9% of annual precipitation 

amount in the pre-monsoon (March to May), monsoon (June to September), and post-

monsoon (October to November) seasons, respectively (Chapter 2). There are large 

variations of annual precipitation amount across the country, with maximum precipitation 

occurring in the northeastern region and the southeastern coastal region and minimum 

precipitation occurring in the western region (Tarek et al. 2017). Recent studies report a 

significant decreasing trend of precipitation in the western region of Bangladesh 

(Chowdhury et al. 2019) and frequent precipitation extremes in the northeastern region of 

Bangladesh (Mohsenipour et al. 2020), making Bangladesh more vulnerable to natural 

disasters. 
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 The precipitation characteristics in Bangladesh and surrounding regions have been 

examined using rain gauge data. Using long-term daily precipitation data from 19 rain 

gauge stations, Ahmed and Kim (2003) showed that the average number of rainy days in 

the monsoon season is 60 in the western region and 100 in the northeastern region. 

Shahid and Khairulmaini (2009) found a gradual increase of annual precipitation amount 

across the country from west to east (7 mm km 1). The monsoonal precipitation in 

Bangladesh exhibits a clear diurnal variation where the precipitation maximum occurs in 

the late night to early morning in the northern and southeastern regions (Chapter 2). 

Precipitation in Bangladesh and the Meghalaya Plateau region in the monsoon season has 

the submonthly scale (7 25 days) intra-seasonal oscillation (ISO) (Murata et al. 2008; 

Fujinami et al. 2011). Satellite-based precipitation products have been also used to 

examine the precipitation characteristics in Bangladesh and surrounding regions. Islam 

and Uyeda (2007) showed that the precipitation amount averaged over the period from 

March to November in Bangladesh from the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission 

(TRMM) satellite precipitation product is about 97% of that obtained from the rain gauge 

observation. Using the TRMM data for 13 years (1998 2010), Tarek et al. (2017) showed 

that the TRMM data reproduce the spatial and temporal distributions of precipitation and 

are reliable for use in hydrological analyses of watersheds in Bangladesh. 

 Reliable precipitation data are a precondition for precipitation studies in and 

around Bangladesh. Rain gauge data have been considered to be most consistent and 

precise (He et al. 2011). However, the sparse distribution of rain gauge stations provides 

incomplete spatial variations of precipitation (Kidd et al. 2017). Nowadays, satellite-

based precipitation products are widely used as an alternative due to their higher spatial 
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and temporal resolutions. Among satellite-based precipitation products, the Integrated 

Multi-satellitE Retrievals for Global Precipitation Measurement (IMERG) data have fine 

spatial (~0.1o) and temporal (~30 min) resolutions (Huffman et al. 2020). Tan et al. 

(2019) showed that the IMERG data adequately reproduce the diurnal variation of 

precipitation in Bangladesh. However, satellite-based precipitation products tend to show 

underestimation (overestimation) in the wet (dry) region and random errors due to the 

limitations in the precipitation retrieval algorithms and sampling frequency (Islam and 

Uyeda, 2007; Nair et al. 2009). Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate satellite-based 

precipitation products with in situ observation before using them for precipitation 

analysis. 

 Various statistical methods have been employed to investigate precipitation in and 

around Bangladesh. Chowdhury et al. (2019) calibrated the Decadal and Hierarchical 

Markov Chain (DHMC) model with the precipitation data from rain gauge stations in 

Bangladesh and evaluated its performance to reproduce the observed temporal 

variabilities of precipitation in various temporal scales. Mohsenipour et al. (2020) used 

monthly precipitation data at each station as an input in the quantile regression model 

(Koenker and Bassett 1978) and examined the long-term changes in distributions of 

monsoonal precipitation in Bangladesh. Using monthly precipitation data at 14 stations 

from 1901 to 1977 in Bangladesh and the empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis 

method, Kripalani et al. (1996) found that the first and second EOF modes are associated 

with the inter-annual variation of monsoonal precipitation and the onset or withdrawal 

phase of monsoonal precipitation, respectively. 
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 The EOF analysis method has been widely used in meteorology and climatology 

but has some limitations (Kim 2017). The EOF analysis method assumes that statistics 

(e.g., mean, variance, covariance) of variables are stationary, that is, do not change with 

time. In fact, however, statistics of many meteorological variables are non-stationary, 

changing with time. A non-stationary physical process changing with time cannot be 

represented by an individual EOF mode which is a single spatial pattern with a time-

varying amplitude. The cyclostationary EOF (CSEOF) analysis method decomposes 

original data into multiple time-varying spatial patterns which are periodic in time, and 

each time-varying spatial pattern is regarded as a periodic physical process. This method 

assumes that statistics of variables are a periodic function of time, which relaxes the 

assumption of the EOF analysis method. The CSEOF analysis method has been 

successfully used in analyses of climate data (Kullgren and Kim 2006; Kim et al. 2010; 

Roh et al. 2012; Kim and Kim 2020). 

 In this study, we evaluate the IMERG data against rain gauge observation to 

examine its usability in studies of precipitation in Bangladesh and surrounding regions in 

chapter 3. Then, we analyse the IMERG data using the CSEOF analysis method, 

focussing on the diurnal variation of precipitation in Bangladesh and surrounding regions. 

Subsection 3.1 describes the IMERG data and CSEOF analysis method. Subsection 3.3 

presents the results and discussion. In chapter 6.2, summary and conclusions are given. 

 

1.3   Raindrop-cloud droplet accretion parameterization in 

bulk microphysics schemes 

Cloud-resolving models which represent moist convective processes explicitly 
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have been widely used for weather research and prediction. Cloud-resolving models 

adopt cloud microphysics schemes to represent grid-scale cloud and precipitation 

processes. Cloud microphysics schemes are categorized into bin microphysics schemes 

and bulk microphysics schemes. Because of simpler representations of microphysical 

processes and much lower computational cost, bulk microphysics schemes are 

exclusively employed in operational numerical weather prediction (NWP) models. 

Predictions using bulk microphysics schemes contain some degree of uncertainty 

involved with assumptions and limited observations used to represent cloud particle size 

distributions and parameterize cloud microphysical processes (Johnson et al. 2015). To 

better understand moist convection through numerical simulations and more accurately 

predict weather, developments of physically based bulk microphysics schemes need to be 

continued (Naumann and Seifert 2016; Paukert et al. 2019). 

Kessler (1969) proposed one of the first bulk microphysics schemes for warm 

clouds. In this scheme, liquid-phase cloud particles are divided into cloud droplets and 

raindrops, and the rainwater is produced by the autoconversion of cloud droplets into 

raindrops and the accretion of cloud droplets by raindrops. The importance of the 

autoconversion and accretion processes in warm clouds has been well investigated 

through numerical simulations of cumulus and stratocumulus clouds (e.g., Wood 2005; 

Morrison and Grabowski 2007; Michibata and Takemura 2015). The autoconversion 

process plays an important role in the initiation of precipitation, and the accretion process 

mainly contributes to the precipitation intensity (Wu et al. 2018). 

For the accretion process, Kessler (1969) parameterized the accretion rate based on 

a continuous collection concept, which is expressed in a power-law equation and is a 
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function of cloud water and rain

parameterization, various forms of accretion parameterizations have been developed. 

Tripoli and Cotton (1980) derived the accretion rate in a simple form using the 

continuous collection equation. Using the results of a large-eddy simulation model with a 

bin microphysics scheme, Khairoutdinov and Kogan (2000) proposed a simple fitting 

equation for the accretion rate. Seifert and Beheng (2001) proposed an analytic form of 

the accretion rate derived from the stochastic collection equation (SCE) by simplifying it 

with an approximate collection kernel of Long (1974) and corrected using the numerical 

The SCE gives the time rate of change in the expected value of drop number 

concentration for a given drop size using a collection kernel. Note that possible 

fluctuations in drop number concentration around its expected value are not considered in 

the SCE (Dziekan and Pawlowska 2017). 

Wood (2005) evaluated the widely used accretion parameterizations in the 

literature through comparison with the numerical solution of the SCE for drizzling 

stratiform clouds. The accretion parameterizations showed relatively good performance 

compared to the autoconversion parameterizations, but still exhibited non-negligible 

biases. The biases may result from the simplicity of the accretion parameterizations. The 

accretion parameterizations evaluated depend only on cloud water and rainwater mass 

contents and the functional forms are too simple, making it difficult to represent the 

variation of the accretion rate with various size distributions of cloud droplets and 

raindrops; the collection efficiency that varies with the sizes of colliding particles is not 

considered. Furthermore, the parameterization based on the results of bin microphysics 
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model simulations for one environment (e.g., Khairoutdinov and Kogan 2000) may yield 

deviations in simulations for another environment (Morrison and Grabowski 2007). 

The best way to minimize the deviation of the parameterized accretion rate from 

the numerical solution of the SCE would be to derive the accretion rate analytically from 

the SCE and avoid unnecessary assumptions. Recently, Lee and Baik (2017; LB17 

hereafter) proposed an elaborate autoconversion parameterization derived analytically 

from the SCE. In their autoconversion parameterization, the collection efficiency between 

cloud droplets, which has been often assumed to be a constant, is expressed as a function 

of individual sizes of colliding cloud droplets. The developed parameterization predicted 

the autoconversion-related quantities that are closest to those predicted by a bin-based 

direct SCE solver, compared to other autoconversion parameterizations. As an extension 

of the autoconversion parameterization of LB17, a similar approach can be applied to the 

parameterization of the accretion process. An accretion parameterization derived 

analytically based on the SCE is expected to yield a better representation of the accretion 

process in reality compared to accretion parameterizations based on the continuous 

collection equation or based on SCEs that are simplified to some extent, which is the 

motivation of this study. This new parameterization takes into consideration the 

collection efficiency of individual raindrop cloud droplet pairs which is not considered in 

the simpler previous accretion parameterizations. The new parameterization also 

considers the contribution of the cloud droplets to the geometric sweep-out volume in the 

SCE often neglected in the simpler parameterizations. 

In this study, a parameterization of the accretion of cloud water by rainwater for 

use in weather and climate models with bulk microphysics schemes is derived 
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analytically based on the SCE and evaluated in chapter 4. The drop size-dependent 

collection efficiency obtained using a particle trajectory model (Pinsky et al. 2001) is 

used for the parameterization. The derivation of a new accretion parameterization is given 

in subsection 4.1. In subsection 4.2, the new accretion parameterization is evaluated 

against a conventional accretion parameterization through idealized and real-case 

simulations using a cloud-resolving model. A summary and conclusions are presented in 

chapter 6.3. 

 

1.4   Extreme monsoonal precipitation in the Meghalaya 

Plateau region 

 The Meghalaya Plateau (MP), located in Northeast India and bordered to the 

south by Bangladesh, is one of the rainiest regions in the world. MP is oriented in the 

east west direction, and its southern slope is made up of undulating hills and deep valleys 

responsible for the unique topographic features of the plateau. When the humid 

monsoonal wind blows from the Bay of Bengal, MP acts as a first orographic barrier in 

its way to the Himalayas. Cherrapunji, a town located atop a steep cliff in southern MP, 

receives an average annual precipitation of ~12000 mm (Murata et al. 2008). Most of the 

heavy precipitation events in MP occur during the active spells of the South Asian 

summer monsoon which has submonthly-scale intraseasonal oscillations (Fujinami et al. 

2011; Murata et al. 2017). The rainwater runs off via streams and the Surma River to the 

lowland area of Sylhet district of Bangladesh and generates flash floods that cause 

considerable loss of life and property in this region (Ohsawa et al. 2001; Habib et al. 

2019). 
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The heavy rainfall in MP has been examined in many observational studies. Using 

daily rainfall data from 15 stations during 32 years (1975 2006), Goswami et al. (2010) 

showed that the heavy rainfall events (> 150 mm d 1) in Northeast India mainly occur 

during the peak monsoon season (June August). By examining the lengths and phases of 

rainy spells, it was shown that the most extreme events are associated with either 

mesoscale, synoptic, or large-scale systems rather than isolated thunderstorms. 

Accordingly, the observed rainfall in MP during the monsoon season shows the quasi-

biweekly intraseasonal (7 25 days) variability which is in the temporal range of the 

aforementioned systems (Murata et al. 2008; Sato 2013; Fujinami et al. 2017). Murata et 

al. (2017) showed that when the anomalous anticyclonic circulation at 850 hPa 

propagating westward from the South China Sea and western North Pacific stays over the 

northern part of the Bay of Bengal and central India, the westerlies are predominant at the 

north of the anomalous anticyclonic circulation. These westerlies enhance the moisture 

flux from the Bay of Bengal and the moisture convergence at Northeast India. The 

combination of this synoptic condition and orographic lifting produces the heavy rainfall 

over MP. In northeastern Bangladesh located in the vicinity of MP, the maximum rainfall 

is usually observed in the late night to early morning (Ohsawa et al. 2001; Islam et al. 

2005; Terao et al. 2006). Using 6-hourly rawinsonde data, Terao et al. (2006) showed that 

the meridional wind speed is maximum at 0000 LST and the wind direction changes in 

the clockwise direction with height, indicating the existence of a nocturnal low-level jet 

(LLJ). They suggested that the nocturnal LLJ is a possible cause for the rainfall peak in 

the late night to early morning. 
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Compared to the observational studies, only a few numerical studies have been 

conducted to understand the mechanisms and characteristics of precipitation in MP. 

Kataoka and Satomura (2005) showed that the diurnal variation of precipitation, 

especially the maximum in the late night to early morning, is closely associated with the 

deep convective activity index derived from 3-hourly satellite data and that severe 

precipitation systems are triggered when strong southwesterlies with high equivalent 

potential temperature climb MP or a thick cold pool. Sato (2013) showed that the 

sufficient intensity and proper direction (southerly/southwesterly) of LLJ are needed to 

initiate orographic convection. 

These previous numerical studies mainly focused on dynamical and 

thermodynamical processes. Orr et al. (2017) demonstrated the importance of cloud 

microphysical processes in the monsoonal precipitation in the Himalayan region, located 

nearby MP, through several numerical simulations using different cloud microphysics 

schemes. For the precipitation in MP region, however, cloud microphysical processes and 

their interactions with dynamical and thermodynamical processes have not been 

investigated in depth. This study aims to examine the cloud microphysical, dynamical, 

and thermodynamical processes of extremely heavy precipitation in MP and their 

interactions. This study also aims to examine the effects of the complex topography 

within the plateau through numerical simulations using very fine horizontal resolutions. 

The horizontal resolutions used in previous numerical studies (2 3.6 km) may not be 

sufficient to resolve the complex topography such as steep slopes and deep narrow 

valleys. Furthermore, simulating and predicting extreme precipitation in the MP region is 

challenging because of the complex topography and its interactions with various physical 
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processes. Therefore, sensitivities of simulated precipitation to various physical 

parameterization schemes deserve an investigation in the MP region. 

The chapter 5 is organized as follows. The case description and the model setup 

are presented in subsection 5.1. Subsection 5.2 is dedicated to the simulation results and 

discussion. Sensitivities to physical parameterization schemes and the ensemble 

prediction are described in subsection 5.3. In chapter 6.4, summary and conclusions are 

given. 
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2   Spatiotemporal variations of 
precipitation in Bangladesh revealed 
by nationwide rain gauge data 

 
2.1   Data 

The Bangladesh Meteorological Department (BMD) has 35 meteorological 

stations which are distributed all over the country (Fig. 2.1). For this study, the BMD 3-h 

accumulated precipitation amount data collected from 2003 to 2016 are used. Exceptions 

21.43oN, 91.93oE), Chittagong (22.27oN, 91.82oE), and Hatiya 

(22.43oN, 91.10oE) stations located in the southeastern coastal region whose data are 

available from 2004, 2004, and 2008, respectively. The 3-h accumulated precipitation 

amount data for the 14-year period are used to document and analyze diurnal, monthly, 

and yearly precipitation climatology in the country. 

The ERA5 reanalysis data with 0.25° × 0.25° horizontal grid resolution (Hersbach 

and Dee 2016) are used to examine large-scale thermodynamic and dynamic 

characteristics associated with the features of precipitation in Bangladesh. For this, fields 

of velocity, water vapor flux and its divergence and vertical profiles of equivalent 

potential temperature are analyzed. 

 

2.2   Results and discussion 

2.2.1 Yearly and monthly variation of precipitation 

The variation of annual precipitation amount from 2003 to 2016 is examined (Fig. 

2.2). The average annual precipitation amount in Bangladesh is 2263 mm, with its
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Figure 2.1 Terrain height (color shading) and locations of 35 meteorological stations 

(closed circles). Three regions are indicated: northern (N) region, southwestern (SW) 

region, and southeastern (SE) region. HM, MP, and AM represent the Himalaya 

Mountains, the Meghalaya Plateau, and the Arakan Mountains, respectively. 
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Figure 2.2 Temporal variation of annual precipitation amount averaged over Bangladesh. 
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standard deviation of 341 mm. The deviation of the annual precipitation amount from its 

average value (2263 mm) varies from 425 mm in 2015 to 840 mm in 2016. The 

interannual variability with a 3- or 4-year oscillation period is clearly seen from 2003 to 

2014. In 2016, the precipitation amount is distinctly smaller compared with the other 13 

years. 

The Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) is regarded as a large-scale phenomenon that is 

partially responsible for the interannual variability of precipitation amount in Bangladesh, 

especially for the western region (Ahmed et al. 2017). Fujinami et al. (2011), however, 

suggested that the monsoon precipitation, which occupies a large portion of annual 

precipitation, is modulated by the submonthly-scale intraseasonal oscillation which 

belongs to internal variability of monsoon. Causes for the interannual variability shown in 

Fig. 2.2 are not clear, but it appears to be associated with large-scale phenomena such as 

IOD, intraseasonal oscillation of monsoon, and so on. Studies on this issue are needed. 

The monthly precipitation amount (Fig. 2.3) increases with time, peaks in July, 

and then decreases. July is the rainiest month (488 mm). 17% and 73% of the annual 

precipitation amount are observed in the pre-monsoon season (MAM) and monsoon 

season (JJAS), respectively. The precipitation amount in the monsoon season is more 

than four times larger than that in the pre-monsoon season. The contribution of the post-

monsoon season (ON) to the annual precipitation amount is 8.7%. December to February 

is characterized as a dry season. 

The annual precipitation amount is considerably large in the southeastern coastal 

region of Bangladesh and the region close to the Meghalaya Plateau (Fig. 2.4a). The 

rainiest place in Bangladesh is Teknaf (20.87oN, 92.30oE) with an annual precipitation 
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Figure 2.3 Monthly precipitation amounts averaged over Bangladesh and the period 

2003 2016. 
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Figure 2.4 Spatial distributions of (a) annual, (b) pre-monsoon season, and (c) monsoon 

season precipitation amounts averaged over the period 2003 2016. 
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amount of 4261 mm. In the west central region of the country, the annual precipitation 

amount is smallest. Rajshahi (24.37oN, 88.70oE) has the least annual precipitation amount 

(1252 mm). 

In the pre-monsoon season, the precipitation amount is largest in the northeastern 

region of the country and it is larger in the southeastern region of the country than in the 

southwestern region (Fig. 2.4b). Sylhet (24.90oN, 91.88oE) near the Meghalaya Plateau is 

the rainiest place in the pre-monsoon season. In the monsoon season, the precipitation 

amount varies from 896 mm at Ishurdi (24.13oN, 89.05oE) in the west central region of 

the country to 3539 mm at Teknaf in the southeastern coastal region (Fig. 2.4c). 

Relatively large precipitation is observed in the northeastern region near the Meghalaya 

Plateau. 

The water vapor flux qu, where q is the water vapor mixing ratio and u is the 

horizontal velocity, is calculated to examine differences in large-scale flow and moisture 

between the pre-monsoon and monsoon seasons in association with precipitation amount. 

The 900-hPa water vapor flux vector and its magnitude in the pre-monsoon and monsoon 

seasons are presented in Figs. 2.5a and 2.5b. Differences in water vapor flux between the 

pre-monsoon and monsoon seasons are clearly seen. In the pre-monsoon season, the 

relatively weak low-level southwesterly wind is prevalent over Bangladesh, and it trans-

ports moisture from the Bay of Bengal to inland area (Fig. 2.5a). In addition, the Arabian 

Sea serves as another moisture source for precipitation in Bangladesh, although its 

contribution is smaller than that of the Bay of Bengal (Tanoue et al. 2018). The water 

vapor flux is large in the northeastern region of the country. This is associated with the 

large precipitation amount there (Fig. 2.4b). In the monsoon season, on the other hand, 
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Figure 2.5 Fields of water vapor flux vector and its magnitude (color shading) at 900-hPa 

level averaged over the period 2003 2016 in the (a) pre-monsoon season and (b) 

monsoon season. (c) and (d) are the same as (a) and (b), respectively, except for the 

divergence of water vapor flux. 
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the strong low-level southwesterly wind from the Bay of Bengal enters the southern coast 

of the country with abundant moisture, indicating that the moisture source for monsoonal 

precipitation comes mainly from the Bay of Bengal. The southwesterly wind, then, turns 

to southerly wind, which is attributable to the blocking and deflecting effects of the 

Arakan Mountains (Wu et al. 2014), and the southerly wind becomes dominant over the 

country. The water vapor flux is large in the southeastern region of the country, which is 

associated with the large precipitation amount there (Fig. 2.4c). 

Figures 2.5c and 2.5d shows the divergence of water vapor flux, that is, (qu), at 

900 hPa. In the pre-monsoon season, as expected from Fig. 2.5a, the water vapor flux 

convergence is large in the Meghalaya Plateau region, which is closely related to the 

large precipitation amount in the northeastern region of Bangladesh (Fig. 2.4b). A weak 

divergence of water vapor flux is found in the southeastern region although the 

precipitation amount in this region is larger compared to that in the southwestern region. 

This may be related to the large diurnal variability of the water vapor flux divergence in 

this region, which will be shown in the following subsection (see Fig. 2.8). In the 

monsoon season, the region of the Arakan Mountains exhibits a large water vapor flux 

convergence. This is closely related to the large precipitation amount in the southeastern 

region of the country (Fig. 2.4c). 

The annual precipitation amount is distinctly smaller in 2016 (Fig. 2.2). As an 

attempt to find causes for this, we analyzed the annual, pre-monsoon, and monsoon 

precipitation amounts and the 900-hPa water vapor flux in the pre-monsoon and monsoon 

seasons for the year 2016 (not shown) and compared the results with those of Figs. 2.4 

and 2.5. In 2016, the annual precipitation amount is decreased at all stations in 
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comparison with Fig. 2.4a. This implies that the distinctly smaller annual precipitation 

amount in 2016 could be associated with large-scale phenomena. The noticeable 

reduction of precipitation amount in the monsoon season in 2016 is mainly responsible 

for the distinctly smaller annual precipitation amount in 2016. The water vapor transport 

from the Bay of Bengal is noticeably reduced in 2016. However, it is unclear what caused 

the noticeable reduction in the water vapor transport, needing a further investigation. 

 

2.2.2 Diurnal variation of precipitation 

The precipitation data at each station are analyzed to find the time of day at which 

the precipitation amount is largest. The stations whose precipitation peaks appear at 

similar times are grouped to investigate the diurnal variation of precipitation. In this way, 

Bangladesh is divided into three regions: northern (N), southwestern (SW), and 

southeastern (SE) regions (Fig. 2.1). The number of stations included is 6 in the N region, 

10 in the SW region, and 11 in the SE region. The 3-h accumulated precipitation amounts 

averaged over stations in each region in the pre-monsoon and monsoon seasons are 

calculated. Their diurnal variations are presented in Fig. 2.6.  

In the pre-monsoon season (Figs. 2.6a, 2.6c and 2.6e), the degree of the diurnal 

variability of precipitation is large in the N and SW regions but small in the SE region. In 

the N region, the precipitation amount largest in 0000 300 LST and smallest in 

1500 1800 LST. On the contrary, the pattern is almost opposite in the SW region: the 

precipitation amount is largest in 1800 2100 LST and smallest in 0300 0600 LST. In the 

monsoon season (Figs. 2.6b, 2.6d and 2.6f), the precipitation amount is larger in the SE 
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Figure 2.6 Diurnal variations of 3-h accumulated precipitation amount averaged over 

stations in the (a) northern (N), (c) southwestern (SW), and (e) southeastern (SE) regions 

in the pre-monsoon season and those in the (b) N, (d) SW, and (f) SE regions in the 

monsoon season. Note that the y-axis limits in the plots of the pre-monsoon and monsoon 

seasons are different. 
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region than in the N and SW regions and the degree of the diurnal variability of 

precipitation in the SW region is larger than that in the N region. The pattern of the 

diurnal variation of precipitation in the SE region is similar to that in the N region: the 

precipitation amount is largest in 0300 600 LST and smallest in 1800 2100 LST. In the 

SW region, the precipitation amount is largest in 1200 1500 LST and smallest in 

2100 0000 LST. These results from Fig. 2.6 imply that mechanisms or factors 

responsible for the diurnal variation of precipitation are different depending on regions of 

Bangladesh.  

To quantify a diurnal variability of precipitation in each region and each season, 

D is defined as Eqs. (2.1) and is calculated using the data used to plot Fig. 2.6. 

 

,       (2.1) 

 

where Pmax, Pmin, and Pm are the daily maximum (largest), minimum (smallest), and mean 

precipitation amounts, respectively. The calculated D values in the N, SW, and SE 

regions in the pre-monsoon and monsoon seasons are given in Table 2.1. Compared with 

the N and SE regions, the SW region experiences the largest diurnal variability of 

precipitation in both the pre-monsoon and monsoon seasons. In the pre-monsoon season, 

the diurnal variability of precipitation is larger in the SW region than in the SE region 

This seems to be associated with the larger diurnal variation of convective instability is in 

the SW region than in the SE region, as will be shown in Figs. 2.7c and 2.7e. 
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Table 2.1 Diurnal variability of precipitation D in each region and each season. 

 

 Region 

Season N SW SE 

Pre-monsoon 1.33 1.46 0.45 

Monsoon 0.66 1.04 0.88 
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Figure 2.7 Vertical profiles of equivalent potential temperature at 0000, 0600, 1200, and 

1800 LST averaged over stations in the (a) northern (N), (c) southwestern (SW), and (e) 

southeastern (SE) regions in the pre-monsoon season and those in the (b) N, (d) SW, and 

(f) SE regions in the monsoon season. 
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 Next, we attempt to associate the features of the diurnal variations of precipitation 

in Bangladesh with large-scale thermodynamic and dynamic characteristics. The vertical 

profiles of equivalent potential temperature at different local times are presented in Fig. 

2.7. Two features are pronounced in Fig. 2.7. One prominent feature is that in both the 

pre-monsoon and monsoon seasons, the atmosphere is conditionally unstable (i.e., the 

equivalent potential temperature decreases with height) below ~600 650 hPa and stable 

(i.e., the equivalent potential temperature increases with height) above it. The other 

prominent feature is that the atmosphere is more conditionally unstable in the pre-

monsoon season than in the monsoon season. This implies that the pre-monsoonal 

precipitation is more convective in nature than the monsoonal precipitation. 

In the pre-monsoon season, the diurnal variation of equivalent potential 

temperature below ~700 hPa is larger in the SW region than in the N and SE regions 

(Figs. 2.7a, 2.7c and 2.7e). The effect of this large diurnal variation of equivalent 

potential temperature is to some extent reflected in the large diurnal variability of 

precipitation (Fig. 2.6c). In the SW region, the atmosphere is noticeably conditionally 

unstable below ~830 hPa at 1200 LST compared with other times. The large convective 

instability could be a cause for the precipitation maximum in the early evening in the SW 

region (Fig. 2.6c). The SE region experiences the least diurnal variation of equivalent 

potential temperature. In the monsoon season, the diurnal variation of equivalent potential  

temperature is small compared with the pre-monsoon season in all of the three regions. 

As in the pre-monsoon season, the diurnal variation of equivalent potential temperature in 

the monsoon season is smallest in the SE region among the three regions.  It is, however, 

interesting to note that the diurnal variability of precipitation in the SE region is about 
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two times larger in the monsoon season (D = 0.88) than in the pre-monsoon season (D = 

0.45), indicating that factors other than conditional instability would be responsible for 

the larger diurnal variability of precipitation in the monsoon season. 

The 950-hPa horizontal velocity and water vapor flux divergence are examined 

(Fig. 2.8). The 950-hPa level rather than the 900-hPa level as in Fig. 2.5 is chosen to get a 

more glimpse of the influences of the high mountains in and near Bangladesh. Over 

Bangladesh, the low-level wind is stronger at all times in the monsoon season than in the 

pre-monsoon season. In the pre-monsoon season, the convergence of water vapor flux in 

the N region is largest at 0000 LST, which is associated with the precipitation maximum 

in 0000 0300 LST (Fig. 2.6a). It becomes weak at 1200 and 1800 LST, even with the 

divergence of water vapor flux being present at 1200 LST in part of the N region, which 

is associated with the precipitation minimum in 1500 1800 LST (Fig. 2.6a). Similar 

features are also evident in the monsoon season, but with slightly different times of the 

precipitation maximum/minimum (Fig. 2.6b and 2.8b). There is a divergence of water 

vapor flux in part of the SW region at 0000 LST in the pre-monsoon season (Fig. 2.8a), 

which is connected with the precipitation minimum in 0300 0600 LST (Fig. 2.6c). In the 

monsoon season, the convergence of water vapor flux overall becomes weak over 

Bangladesh except for the southwestern region of the country, with the divergence of the 

water vapor flux appearing in part of the northwestern region of the country. In the SW 

region, the convergence of water vapor flux is largest at 1200 LST (Fig. 2.8f) and this is 

associated with the precipitation maximum in 1200 1500 LST (Fig. 2.6d). In the SE 

region, the convergence of water vapor flux is largest at 1200 LST (Fig. 2.8f) and this is 

associated with the precipitation maximum in 1200 1500 LST (Fig. 2.6d). In the SE  
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Figure 2.8 Fields of horizontal wind vector and the divergence of water vapor flux (color 

shading) at 950 hPa level averaged over the period 2003 2016: (a) 0000 LST, (c) 0600 

LST, (e) 1200 LST, and (g) 1800 LST in the pre-monsoon season and (b) 0000 LST, (d) 

0600 LST, (f) 1200 LST, and (h) 1800 LST in the monsoon season. 
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region, the convergence of water vapor flux is generally large in the nighttime compared 

with that in the daytime (Figs. 2.8b, 2.8d, 2.8f and 2.8h), overall consistent with the 

precipitation maximum 0300 0600 LST (Fig. 2.6f). It is observed from Fig. 2.8 that in 

both the pre-monsoon and monsoon seasons, the low-level wind over Bangladesh is 

stronger in the nighttime than in the daytime. This leads to more nighttime moisture 

transport, especially from the Bay of Bengal in the monsoon season. 

In the nighttime, the downslope wind produced by cooling over the high terrain of 

the Himalaya Mountains meets with the approaching low-level moist unstable airflow 

and causes nighttime or early morning precipitation maxima near the Himalayan foot 

(Romatschke et al. 2010; Houze 2014). The northwestern region of Bangladesh is located 

close to the Himalayan Foothills. So, this mechanism could to some extent explain the 

late night to early morning maximum of precipitation in the northwestern region of the 

country. However, further investigations are needed to confirm this mechanism. It should 

be noted that in the nighttime, the converging wind due to the Himalaya Mountains, 

which is accompanied by more moisture transport due to the strengthened nighttime low-

level wind, plays an important role in enhancing nighttime precipitation in the 

northwestern region of Bangladesh. Similarly, the Meghalaya Plateau and more nighttime 

moisture transport could contribute to the nighttime maximum of precipitation in the 

northeastern region of the country. 

Kataoka and Satomura (2005) reported an interesting numerical modeling result 

that the katabatic mountain wind does not play a major role in the diurnal variation of 

precipitation in the northeastern region of Bangladesh. Although the result is obtained 

through a case study, it is in contradiction with the speculation that in the northeastern 
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region of the country, the katabatic mountain wind plays a major role in the diurnal 

variation of precipitation (Prasad 1970; Ohsawa et al. 2000). Further numerical modeling 

studies with numerous cases would help to find to what extent the katabatic mountain 

wind (the downslope wind) contributes to the late night to early morning precipitation 

maximum in the northeastern region of Bangladesh. 

Fujinami et al. (2017) showed that in the monsoon season, the reduced vertical 

mixing in the stable boundary layer in the nighttime accelerates the low-level jet towards 

the Meghalaya Plateau, which acts to intensify nighttime precipitation. This is largely in 

line with our result. 

The averaged spatiotemporal characteristics of precipitation found in this study 

may be to some or large extent affected by extreme variations of large-scale circulation. 

To examine whether our conclusions are the same even after excluding extreme large-

scale events, the analysis is performed in which the years with strong IOD, La Niña, and 

El Niño are excluded. It is found that the analysis ends up with the results that are very 

similar to those calculated from the whole 14-year period, because the positive and 

negative deviations in these years are cancelled out by each other (not shown). 
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3   Evaluation and CSEOF analysis of 
IMERG data for precipitation studies 
in Bangladesh and surrounding 
regions 

 
3.1   IMERG data description and CSEOF analysis method  

3.1.1 IMERG data description 

 As a next generation satellite precipitation observation system, the Global 

Precipitation Measurement (GPM) mission was launched on February 2014 by the 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the Japan Aerospace 

Exploration Agency (JAXA) as a successor of TRMM (Hou et al. 2014; Yong et al. 

2015). Accordingly, a new precipitation product made by GPM satellites, IMERG, 

became available to the public since January 2015, in place of an old precipitation 

product, TRMM Multi-satellite Precipitation Analysis (TMPA). The GPM satellites are 

equipped with upgraded instruments compared to the TRMM satellite. The GPM satellite 

constellation consists of a main satellite called the GPM Core Observatory and many 

supplementary satellites. The GPM Core Observatory uses the Dual-frequency (Ku-band 

at 13.6 GHz and Ka-band at 35.5 GHz) Precipitation Radar (DPR) instead of the single-

frequency Precipitation Radar (PR) in the TRMM satellite. The GPM Core Observatory 

also carries the multichannel GPM Microwave Imager (GMI) which has high-frequency 

channels (165.5, 183.3±3, and 183.3±7 GHz) that the TRMM Microwave Imager (TMI) 

does not have. The use of a broader spectrum enables the GPM satellites to detect light 

precipitation better than the TRMM satellite. 
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 IMERG version 06B with a spatial resolution of 0.1° × 0.1° and a temporal 

resolution of 30 min is used in this study. The IMERG data are created by the following 

procedure. First, initial precipitation estimates are calculated by the 2017 version of 

Goddard Profiling Algorithm (GPROF2017) using data from passive microwave (PMI) 

sensors in the GPM satellite constellation. Second, the initial precipitation estimates go 

through the Climate Prediction Centre (CPC) Morphing-Kalman Filter (CMORPH-KF) 

quasi-Lagrangian time interpolation procedure and the Precipitation Estimation from 

Remotely Sensed Information using Artificial Neural Networks-Cloud Classification 

System (PERSIANN-CCS) infrared (IR) re-calibration procedure. Finally, the outputs 

from the second stage are multiplied by some spatially varying factor in order to match 

the summation of the outputs for a month with that of the rain gauge data from Global 

Precipitation Climatology Centre (GPCC) (Schneider et al. 2018). For more detailed 

information about the IMERG data and the GPM mission, see Huffman et al. (2019, 

2020). 

 In this study, the 3-hourly rain gauge data from the Bangladesh Meteorological 

Department (BMD) during 2015 2019 are used for the evaluation of the IMERG data. 

Total 35 meteorological stations (Fig. 3.1) are spread in the country, but the data from 

Jessore (23.18°N, 89.16°E) and Hatiya (22.58°N, 91.7°E) are excluded from the analysis 

because of missing values. For the comparison between the IMERG data and the rain 

gauge data, the IMERG data with 0.1°×0.1° spatial resolution and 30-min time interval 

are bilinearly interpolated to the locations of the rain gauge stations and converted to 3-

hourly data. We confirmed that, in this study, using the IMERG data of the grid point 

closest to each rain gauge station does not make any significantly different results from  
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Figure 3.1 Topographic map of Bangladesh and surrounding regions with the locations of 

35 rain gauge stations (black circles) 
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using the bilinear interpolation method. 

 

3.1.2   CSEOF analysis method 

 In the CSEOF analysis method (Kim and North 1997; Kim et al. 2015; Kim 2017), 

original data  called the target variable are decomposed as follows: 

  

       (3.1) 

 

Here, are decomposed spatio-temporal patterns called the CSEOF loading vectors 

(hereafter, CSLVs)  and  are corresponding time-varying amplitudes called the 

principal component time series (hereafter, PC time series). are periodic in time 

and mutually orthogonal to each other: 

 

( , ) ( , ),n nB r t B r t d         (3.2) 

 

      (3.3) 

 

where  is the nested period,  is the number of spatial points in the original data, and 

 is the Kronecker delta.  are mutually uncorrelated to each other: 
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        (3.4) 

 

where  is the number of temporal points in the original data and  is the variance of  

. Each CSLV and its PC time series are collectively called a mode. Each mode is 

regarded as representing a distinct physical process. 

 In this study, the IMERG data are processed before the CSEOF analysis is 

conducted. First, the half-hourly IMERG data are converted to 3-hourly data for 

comparison with rain gauge data. Then, the 3-hourly data are averaged across the 5 years; 

for example, the precipitation amount in 0000 0300 LST on 1 January is obtained by 

averaging the precipitation amounts in the same time and date in the five different years. 

The CSEOF analysis is conducted for the pre-monsoon (March to May) and monsoon 

(June to September) seasons separately to find characteristic precipitation patterns for 

each season. The nested period is set to 24 h to examine diurnal variations of 

precipitation in the pre-monsoon and monsoon seasons. 

 The main variable in this study is the anomaly of precipitation amount, computed 

by subtracting the seasonal-mean precipitation amount field. This variable is the target 

variable which is  in Equation (3.1). For each CSEOF mode of the target variable, 

spatio-temporal patterns of another variable (predictor variable, ), which are 

physically consistent with those of the target variable, can be obtained using the 

regression analysis in CSEOF space (Kim et al. 2015). Here, physical consistency means 

that two spatio-temporal patterns originated from different variables have identical time-

varying amplitudes: 
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    (3.5) 

 

where  are the regressed spatio-temporal patterns extracted from the predictor 

variable. By conducting the regression analysis on other variables which are related to the 

target variable, a mechanism corresponding to each CSEOF mode of the target variable 

can be suggested. 

 In this study, the reanalysis data from the European Centre for Medium-Range 

Weather Forecasts Reanalysis version 5 (ERA5, Hersbach et al. 2020) are used for the 

regression analysis. The anomaly of water vapor flux at 900 hPa is selected as a predictor 

variable and calculated from the wind vector and specific humidity in the hourly ERA5 

data. The data of the predictor variable are processed using the same method used to 

process the IMERG data (i.e., converting to 3-hourly data, averaging across the 5 years). 

Note that when converting the hourly data to 3-hourly data, for example generating the 

data in 0000 0300 LST (UTC + 6 h), the three hourly data at 0000, 0100, and 0200 LST 

are averaged. More detailed descriptions of the CSEOF analysis method and the 

regression analysis method are provided in Kim and North (1997), Kim et al. (2015), and 

Kim (2017). 
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3.2   Results and discussion  

3.2.1 Evaluation of IMERG data 

 In this subsection, the IMERG data in the period 2015 2019 are evaluated 

through the comparison with the rain gauge data provided by BMD. The 3-h accumulated 

precipitation amounts from the IMERG data are compared with the rain gauge data in 

density scatter plots, for each season (Fig. 3.2). The density scatter plots show somewhat 

dispersed patterns of relative frequency. Overestimation of precipitation by the IMERG 

data occurs relatively frequently for very small precipitation amounts, and 

underestimation occurs relatively frequently for large precipitation amounts. The 

correlation coefficients between 3-hourly precipitation amounts from the IMERG data 

and those from the rain gauge data are 0.58, 0.58, and 0.60 for the pre-monsoon, 

monsoon, and post-monsoon seasons. The winter season when the seasonal precipitation 

amount is small shows a relatively low correlation coefficient (0.51). The IMERG data 

are known to have a better accuracy for a coarser temporal resolution, for example, for 1-

day precipitation amounts (e.g., Tang et al. 2016). The correlation coefficients for 1-day 

precipitation amounts are 0.71, 0.76, 0.80, and 0.63 for the pre-monsoon, monsoon, post-

monsoon, and winter seasons, which are much higher than those for 3-hourly 

precipitation amounts. This implies that the IMERG data can be used with a higher 

reliability for precipitation studies considering a larger time scale. 

 Latest versions of the IMERG data also provide the precipitation estimates for the 

period before the operation of the GPM Core Observatory satellite, when the TRMM 

satellite was operating, using the data from the TRMM satellite. The IMERG data in this 

period (2003 2013) are less accurate than the data in the later period, showing lower  
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Figure 3.2 Density scatter plot between 3-hourly precipitation amounts from the IMERG 

data and those from rain gauge data in the (a) pre-monsoon, (b) monsoon, (c) post-

monsoon, and (d) winter seasons. 
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correlation coefficients against the rain gauge data (0.54, 0.55, 0.57, and 0.44 for the pre-

monsoon, monsoon, post-monsoon, and winter seasons). For this reason, only the 

IMERG data in the period 2015 2019 when the GPM Core Observatory satellite was 

operating are used for the evaluation in this study. 

 The comparison of precipitation amount in each season obtained from the rain 

gauge and IMERG data in Bangladesh is shown in Fig. 3.3. In the pre-monsoon season, 

the monthly-mean precipitation amounts in the IMERG and rain gauge are 160 mm 

and155 mm respectively, indicating a small overestimation (3%) in the IMERG. The 

IMERG well estimates the monthly-mean precipitation amount in the monsoon season 

with a 6% overestimation. A relatively large overestimation (11%) is shown in the post-

monsoon season. In the winter season, a negligible amount of precipitation is observed 

and the precipitation amount is overestimated in the IMERG. Overall, the IMERG 

estimates are in good agreement with the rain gauge observation. 

 The diurnal variation of precipitation is one of the most important features of 

precipitation in Bangladesh (Islam et al. 2005). Figure 3.4 shows the diurnal variations of 

precipitation amount in the country in each season revealed by both the IMERG and rain 

gauge data. The rain gauge shows that in the pre-monsoon season (Fig. 3.4a), the degree 

of diurnal variability is low and the precipitation maximum occurs in 0600 0900 LST. In 

contrast, the IMERG shows a higher degree of diurnal variability and the precipitation 

maximum occurs in 2100 0000 LST. The IMERG tends to underestimate precipitation in 

0300 1200 LST, while it overestimates precipitation in 1200 0300 LST. In the monsoon 

season (Fig. 3.4b), precipitation exhibits a primary peak in the early morning (0300 0600 

LST) and a secondary peak in the afternoon (1200 1500 LST) in both the IMERG and 
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Figure 3.3 Seasonal variations of monthly-mean precipitation amount averaged over the 

period 2015 2019 for the IMERG data and rain gauge data. 
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 rain gauge. The IMERG identifies the two peaks in the rain gauge, with a slight 

underestimation (5%) for the primary peak and a slight overestimation (2%) for the 

secondary peak. It is also shown that the IMERG overestimates precipitation in 0900

0300 LST and underestimates precipitation in 0300 0900 LST. The diurnal variation of 

precipitation in the post-monsoon season (Fig. 3.4c) is quite different from that in the 

monsoon season. In the post-monsoon season, precipitation is decreased and its peak is 

shifted to a later time compared to the monsoon season, indicating a seasonal change of 

the diurnal variation of precipitation. The rain gauge shows a primary peak in 1200 1500 

LST. The IMERG successfully captures the diurnal variation of precipitation pattern with 

a precipitation peak in 1200 1500 LST and a precipitation amount of 0.58 mm in 1200

1500 LST that is the same as the rain gauge observation. However, precipitation is 

overestimated in other times. In the winter season (Fig. 3.4d), the diurnal variation of 

precipitation is somewhat similar to that in the monsoon season with a peak in 0300

0600 LST. The IMERG underestimates precipitation in times with relatively large 

precipitation amount (0300 0900 LST) and overestimates precipitation in times with 

relatively small precipitation amount (0900 2400 LST), showing a lower degree of 

diurnal variability than the rain gauge. 

 The spatial distributions of monthly-mean precipitation amounts in the IMERG 

data are evaluated in Fig. 3.5. The observed spatial patterns of precipitation are overall 

well reproduced by the IMERG, while substantial overestimations and underestimations 

are found in some regions in some seasons. In the pre -monsoon season, the 

underestimation of the monthly-mean precipitation amount at Sylhet (24.90°N, 91.88°E), 

located near the southern slope of the Meghalaya Plateau, is noticeable. In the monsoon 
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Figure 3.4 Diurnal variations of 3-hourly precipitation amount in the (a) pre-monsoon, (b) 

monsoon, (c) post-monsoon, and (d) winter seasons averaged over the period 2015 2019 

for the IMERG data and rain gauge data. 
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Figure 3.5 Spatial distributions of monthly precipitation amounts in the pre-monsoon 

(first row), monsoon (second row), post-monsoon (third row), and winter (fourth row) 

seasons averaged over the period 2015 2019 for the IMERG data (first column), rain 

gauge data (second column), their differences (IMERG  rain gauge) (third column) and 

their relative differences (fourth column). 
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season, the IMERG tends to overestimate precipitation in the western half of Bangladesh 

where the precipitation amounts are relatively small and it underestimates precipitation at 

Sylhet and some stations in the southeastern region where the precipitation amounts are 

relatively large. The largest overestimation in the monsoon season is found at Srimangal 

(24.30°N, 91.73°E), located a little south of Sylhet where a significant underestimation 

occurs. The IMERG does not capture the drastic horizontal change in precipitation 

amount observed in the northeastern region of Bangladesh. In the post-monsoon season, 

overestimations are found at a majority of rain gauge stations. In the winter season, big 

relative differences are found at some stations in the northwestern and southeastern 

regions where the observed precipitation amounts are very small and overestimated by 

the IMERG. 

 The IMERG well reproduces the seasonal variation of precipitation. For the 

diurnal variation of precipitation, the IMERG captures the overall patterns despite some 

overestimations and underestimations. The spatial distribution of precipitation is also 

captured well, except for the northeastern region which exhibits the drastic horizontal 

change in precipitation amount. These results suggest that the IMERG precipitation 

product can be used for studying the spatio-temporal variations of precipitation in 

Bangladesh, with a proper consideration of the revealed biases. 

 

3.2.2 CSEOF analysis 

3.2.2.1 Pre-monsoon 

 Figure 3.6 shows the fields of diurnal variations of the first and second CSLVs of 

precipitation amount anomaly in the pre-monsoon season, and Fig. 3.7 shows 
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Figure 3.6 3-hourly CSLVs for the first (two leftmost columns) and second (two 

rightmost columns) CSEOF modes of precipitation amount anomaly in the pre-monsoon 

season. 
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Figure 3.7 PC time series for the (a) first and (b) second CSEOF modes of precipitation 

amount anomaly in the pre-monsoon season. 
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corresponding PC time series. The first CSLV is characterized by strong positive 

precipitation anomalies in the northern region of Bangladesh and the Meghalaya Plateau 

region in 0000 0600 LST. These anomalies are weakened in the daytime and 

strengthened in the late night, exhibiting a clear diurnal cycle. In 1800 2100 LST, the 

central region of the country exhibits a relatively strong positive anomaly compared to 

other regions. The PC time series of the first CSEOF mode shows that the amplitude of 

diurnal cycle is relatively small in March, and it grows overall from mid-April to late 

May. The peak times of precipitation anomalies in the northern and central regions of 

Bangladesh are consistent with the peak times of pre-monsoonal precipitation in those 

regions, implying that the first mode represents the general characteristics of the diurnal 

variation of precipitation. The first mode contributes 10.4% to the total variance of the 

pre-monsoonal precipitation. 

 The second CSLV is characterized by strong positive precipitation anomalies in 

the northeastern region of Bangladesh and the Meghalaya Plateau region and strong 

negative precipitation anomalies in the southern region of the country and the northern 

region of the Bay of Bengal (BOB) in 0000 0600 LST. The PC time series of the second 

CSEOF mode is mostly in a positive phase since late March. The positive phase indicates 

the enhancement of precipitation in the northern region of Bangladesh and the Meghalaya 

Plateau region and the suppression of precipitation in the southern region of Bangladesh 

and the northern region of the BOB. The second mode that represents the north south 

precipitation difference contributes 5.5% to the total variance of the pre-monsoonal 

precipitation. 
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 Figure 3.8 shows the fields of diurnal variations of CSLVs of 900-hPa water 

vapor flux anomaly regressed to the first and second modes of the pre-monsoonal 

precipitation anomaly. In the first regressed mode, the water vapor flux anomaly is 

southwesterly over the BOB and mainly southerly in Bangladesh, indicating the 

enhancement of moisture transport from the BOB to inland Bangladesh. The southern 

slope of the Meghalaya Plateau exhibits southerly water vapor flux anomaly in 0000

0600 LST and southeasterly water vapor flux anomaly in 0900 1500 LST. Because the 

southern slope of the Meghalaya Plateau is east west oriented, the enhancement of the 

meridional component of water vapor flux anomaly in this region in 0000 0600 LST 

results in stronger orographic lifting and upward moisture transport. This can intensify 

precipitation in the plateau and surrounding regions in this time, which is represented by 

the strong positive precipitation anomalies (Fig. 3.6). The strengthening of the diurnal 

cycle of precipitation since mid-April is linked with the enhancement of the water vapor 

flux anomaly in the same period (Fig. 3.7a). 

 In the second regressed mode, the water vapor flux anomaly in Bangladesh is 

relatively strong, while it is relatively weak in the northern region of the BOB. In contrast 

with the first regressed mode, the second regressed mode shows the spatial pattern of 

water vapor flux anomaly that varies substantially with time. In 0000 0900 LST, the 

water vapor flux anomaly is mostly directed toward the BOB at the east coast of India 

and the west coast of Myanmar. In contrast, in 1500 2100 LST, the water vapor flux 

anomaly is mostly directed toward land at the coasts. These can be somewhat attributed 

to the land-sea breeze circulation in the coastal regions along with the mountain-valley 

breeze circulation around the Arakan Mountains. The southwesterly water vapor flux 
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Figure 3.8 Regressed 3-hourly CSLVs of 900-hPa water vapor flux anomaly (g kg 1 m s

1) associated with the first (two leftmost columns) and second (two rightmost columns) 

CSEOF modes of precipitation amount anomaly in the pre-monsoon season. 
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anomaly in Bangladesh is strong in 0000 0900 LST, indicating that the precipitation 

anomalies in the northeastern region and the Meghalaya Plateau region in this time in this 

mode is associated with the enhancement of southwesterly moisture transport, which does 

not directly come from the BOB. On the other hand, the suppression of precipitation in 

the northern region of the BOB in this mode can be linked with the relatively weak water 

vapor flux anomaly in this region. When the PC time series is in a negative phase, the 

southwesterly water vapor flux anomaly in Bangladesh in 0000 0900 LST is reversed 

and it acts against the mean southwesterly water vapor flux in the pre-monsoon 

season.The weakening of moisture transport approaching the southern slope of the 

Meghalaya Plateau reduces the precipitation in the northeastern region of Bangladesh and 

the Meghalaya Plateau region and enhances the precipitation in the southern region of 

Bangladesh and the northern region of the BOB. 

 

3.2.2.2 Monsoon 

 The fields of diurnal variations of the first and second CSLVs of precipitation 

amount anomaly in the monsoon season and corresponding PC time series are presented 

in Figs. 3.9 and 3.10, respectively. The first CSLV is characterized by strong positive 

precipitation anomalies in the northern region of the BOB in 0600 1500 LST and in the 

southeastern region of Bangladesh in 1200 1500 LST. The precipitation anomaly in the 

northern region of the BOB starts to develop in 0000 0300 LST, peaks in 0600 0900 

LST, and is weakened in 1200 1500 LST, exhibiting a clear diurnal cycle. The PC time 

series of the first CSEOF mode has small values in most of the time, but its values soars 

at some specific times. This means that this mode is strongly activated occasionally but 
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Figure 3.9 As in Fig. 3.6, but for precipitation amount anomaly in the monsoon season. 
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Figure 3.10 As in Fig 3.7, but for precipitation amount anomaly in the monsoon season. 
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deactivated ordinarily. The first mode contributes 14.4% to the total variance of the 

monsoonal precipitation. 

 The second CSLV is characterized by strong positive precipitation anomalies in 

the northeastern region of Bangladesh and the southern slopes of the Meghalaya Plateau 

and Himalayan Foothills in 0000 0600 LST and in the northwestern region of the BOB 

in 0600 1200 LST. In the southwestern region of Bangladesh, the precipitation anomaly 

peaks in 1200 1500 LST. The precipitation anomaly peaks in the Arakan Mountains in 

1500 1800 LST. The PC time series of the second CSEOF mode is in a positive phase in 

most of the time in the monsoon season. The peak times of precipitation anomalies in the 

northern and southwestern regions of Bangladesh roughly match with the peak times of 

monsoonal precipitation in these regions (Chapter 2). In 1500 1800 LST, the 

precipitation anomalies in the southeastern coastal region of Bangladesh and the nearby 

region close to the Arakan Mountains show a big contrast. This difference is confirmed 

by both the IMERG and rain gauge data (not shown). The high spatial resolution of the 

IMERG data can play an important role in identifying such a big contrast in the region 

where rain gauge stations are sparsely distributed. The second mode contributes 5.6% to 

the total variance of the monsoonal precipitation. 

 The fields of diurnal variations of CSLVs of 900-hPa water vapor flux anomaly 

regressed to the first and second modes of the monsoonal precipitation anomaly are 

presented in Fig. 3.11. Note that the mean 900-hPa water vapor flux in the monsoon 

season is southwesterly in the northern region of the BOB and mainly southerly in 

Bangladesh (Chapter 2). In the first regressed mode, a strong westerly water vapor flux 

anomaly prevails in the northern region of the BOB and it is deflected northward by the 
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Figure 3.11 As in Fig. 3.8, but for in the monsoon season. 
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 Arakan Mountains. The spatial patterns of water vapor flux anomaly in this mode do not 

show a strong diurnal variation. The magnitude of water vapor flux anomaly in the 

northern region of the BOB is largest in 0900 1200 LST, and the convergence of water 

vapor flux anomaly in the southeastern region of Bangladesh is largest in 1200 1500 LST 

(not shown). This indicates that if a strong westerly anomaly prevails in the northern 

region of the BOB, the moist wind climbs the slope of the Arakan Mountains, piling 

moisture in the southeastern region of Bangladesh and resulting in maximum 

precipitation anomaly there in 1200 1500 LST. The peak time of precipitation anomaly 

in the northern region of the BOB agrees with that of the magnitude of 900-hPa water 

vapor flux in the northern region of the BOB. This characteristic moisture transport 

pattern occasionally occurs in the monsoon season (Fig. 3.10a), enhancing precipitation 

in the northern region of the BOB and the southeastern region of Bangladesh. 

 The second regressed mode shows a relatively strong diurnal variation of the 

spatial patterns of water vapor flux anomaly. A strong southwesterly water vapor flux 

anomaly is directed toward the southern slopes of the Meghalaya Plateau and Himalayan 

Foothills in 0000 0600 LST. Taking into account that the mean water vapor flux in the 

monsoon season is southerly, the strong southwesterly water vapor flux anomaly in the 

nighttime makes a large amount of moisture directly reach the southern slopes of the 

Meghalaya Plateau and Himalayan Foothills without facing any other orographic 

obstacles (e.g., the Arakan Mountains), which results in the strong positive precipitation 

anomalies in these regions in 0000 0600 LST in this mode. After ~0600 LST, a cyclonic 

circulation anomaly centered in the northwestern region of the BOB develops and it 

weakens the water vapor flux heading toward the southern slopes of the Meghalaya 
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Plateau and Himalayan Foothills, which can be associated with the weakened 

precipitation anomalies in these regions in this time, as shown in Fig. 3.9. An ascending 

motion produced by this cyclonic circulation anomaly could be suggested as a driving 

mechanism for the strong positive precipitation anomaly in the northwestern region of the 

BOB in 0600 1200 LST. From ~1500 LST, the cyclonic circulation anomaly disappears, 

making precipitation in the northwestern region of the BOB reduced. 

 Fujinami et al. (2017) reported that precipitation around the Meghalaya Plateau in 

the monsoon season can be classified into easterly and westerly regimes of the intra-

seasonal oscillation, determined by the low-level wind direction in the windward region 

of the plateau. The precipitation and wind patterns of the first and second modes in the 

monsoon season are very similar to those of the easterly and westerly regimes in 

Fujinami et al. (2017), respectively. The connection between the first two CSEOF modes 

and the two different regimes of the intra-seasonal oscillation deserves a further 

investigation. 

 In addition to the CSEOF analysis on the IMERG data in Bangladesh and 

surrounding region, the EOF analysis is also conducted. For both the pre-monsoon and 

monsoon seasons, the first two EOF modes explain slightly larger portions of the total 

variance of precipitation compared to the first two CSEOF modes (0.2 2.9 percentage 

point). The EOF loading vector for each mode is fixed with time, unlike the CSLV that 

varies within the nested period. The EOF loading vector pattern for each mode is very 

similar to the CSLV pattern for that mode in the time when the signal is maximized (not 

shown). Because the EOF analysis does not show any new aspect that is not shown by the 

CSEOF analysis, only the CSEOF analysis results are given in this study. 
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4   Development of a physically based 
raindrop-cloud droplet accretion 
parameterization and its evaluation 
through cloud and precipitation 
simulations 

 
4.1   A new accretion parameterization 

In this section, a new accretion parameterization is derived. The rate of change in 

the number concentration of raindrops through the accretion of cloud droplets is 

described using the SCE: 

 

   (4.1) 

 

where fr(m)dm and fc(m)dm are the number concentrations of raindrops and cloud 

droplets in the mass interval [m, m  + dm], respectively, and K is the collection kernel. 

Proper rearrangements and substitutions give a simple form of Eqs. (4.1) using radii of 

colliding raindrops and cloud droplets (e.g., Jin et al. 2019): 

 

     (4.2) 
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where Lr is the mass content of rainwater, R and r are the radii of raindrops and cloud 

droplets, respectively, and w 

the accretion process. 

In many bulk microphysics schemes, the size distributions of raindrops and cloud 

droplets are represented by a three-parameter gamma distribution function (e.g., Walko et 

al. 1995; Milbrandt and Yau 2005; Thompson et al. 2008; Morrison and Milbrandt 2015): 

 

      (4.3a) 

      (4.3b) 

 

where N0,r and N0,c are the intercept parameters, r and c are the shape parameters, and r 

and c are the slope parameters. In a double-moment bulk microphysics scheme, the 

shape parameter should be preset or diagnosed if the other two parameters are prognosed. 

r can be set to any constant value or diagnosed using empirical relations (e.g., Cao et al. 

2008), but it is set to 0, which yields a traditional exponential size distribution for 

raindrops, in this study. c is diagnosed by an empirical relation c  =  min[15, nint(109 / Nc 

+ 2)] following Thompson et al. (2008), where Nc is the number concentration of cloud 

droplets (m 3) and nint(x) refers to the nearest integer of x. 

The collection kernel K in Eqs. (4.2) is given by 

 

       (4.4) 

 

where vt,r and vt,c are the terminal velocities of raindrops and cloud droplets, respectively 
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and  is the collection efficiency. The empirical relation of Beard (1976) is a widely-used 

representation of the terminal velocity of liquid water drops (e.g., Pinsky et al. 2001; 

Khain et al. 2011). Because the empirical relation consists of three different expressions 

for different size ranges and the expressions are complicated, simpler forms of terminal 

velocities for raindrops and cloud droplets can be obtained for direct use in a bulk 

microphysics scheme by nonlinear curve fitting using the terminal velocity relation of 

Beard (1976) as the reference. The terminal velocity relation for cloud droplets obtained 

using this method in LB17 and a newly obtained terminal velocity relation for raindrops 

are given as 

 

       (4.5) 

         (4.6) 

 

respectively. Here, the values of v0,r, r, and v0,c are 9.770, 1097, and , 

respectively, and vt,r and vt,c are in meters per second and R and r are in meters. The 

obtained terminal velocity relation of raindrops is quite different from the power-law 

relation that is commonly used in bulk microphysics schemes (Morrison et al. 2005; Lim 

and Hong 2010). The power-law relation has an advantage in its simplicity, but its 

estimation is only valid for a limited size range of raindrops, beyond which a serious 

deviation takes place (Seifert et al. 2014). If the raindrop terminal velocity is expressed 

by the asymptotic function, it does not deviate much from realistic values. Figure 4.1 

shows the obtained terminal velocities of raindrops and cloud droplets. Both the terminal 

velocities agree well with the empirical relation of Beard (1976), except for the 
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Figure 4.1 Terminal velocities of (a) cloud droplets (Lee and Baik 2017) and (b) 

raindrops. The star symbols indicate the terminal velocities from Beard (1976), and the 

solid lines are the fitted equations. 
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overestimation of terminal velocity of very small raindrops (bias of 0.33 m s 1 for a 

raindrop with radius of 200 

large raindrops (bias of 0.15 m s 1  In addition, the 

density factor ( 0/ )1/2, where 0 is the reference air density and  is the air density, is 

multiplied to consider the increase of terminal velocity with the decrease of air density. 

The collection efficiency in Eqs. (4.4) is given as the product of the collision 

efficiency and the coalescence efficiency. The coalescence efficiency between large 

drops and small droplets has not been studied well and has some uncertainty. Beard and 

Ochs (1995) showed that the estimated coalescence efficiency based on different 

laboratory experiments can vary much. However, in this study, the coalescence efficiency 

is assumed to be unity, following the extrapolation of a coalescence efficiency 

parameterization based on the direct numerical simulation (DNS) results by Straub et al. 

(2010). This seems justifiable because the coalescence efficiency approaches to 1 as the 

Weber number decreases in Straub et al. (2010); the Weber number is very small in the 

accretion regime. The assumption of the coalescence efficiency of 1 yields that the 

collection efficiency is identical to the collision efficiency. 

Pinsky et al. (2001) performed a detailed study on the collision efficiency using a 

particle trajectory model and provided the tabulated collision efficiency between 

raindrops and cloud droplets of various sizes. A limitation of the collision efficiency of 

Pinsky et al. (2001) is that the maximum radius of raindrops considered is limited to 300 

Reynolds numbers greater than 100. The collision efficiency between relatively larger 

d micron-size cloud droplets is provided by Beard and Grover 
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(1974). The collision efficiency of Beard and Grover (1974) is not as reliable as that of 

Pinsky et al. (2001) because the effects of the flow fields around collected drops on the 

motion of collecting drops are not considered in their study, but it gives a valid estimation 

for the collision between large raindrops and small cloud droplets. A careful inspection of 

the collision efficiency of Pinsky et al. (2001) for small raindrops and that of Beard and 

Grover (1974) for relatively large raindrops colliding with micron-size cloud droplets 

suggests that the collision efficiency is represented well by the following function: 

 

    (4.7) 

 

A nonlinear fitting using a damped least-squares method to the combination of the two 

reference collision efficiencies gives the coefficients; the determined values of b0, b1, b2, 

and b3 are 1, 246642 m 1, 3803 m 1, and 144650 m 1, respectively. Note that the collision 

efficiency of Pinsky et al. (2001) is considered with a greater weighting to obtain the 

fitted function because of the greater reliability of the data. 

The fitted collision efficiency and its deviation from the reference collision 

efficiency of Pinsky et al. (2001) and Beard and Grover (1974) are shown in Fig. 4.2. 

Overall, the fitted collision efficiency agrees well with the reference collision efficiency. 

The collision efficiency for r 

distribution of cloud droplets yields very small number of cloud droplets in this size 

range. Thus, the overestimation does not affect the accretion rate significantly except 

when the number of the very small droplets is unusually large. For a given size of small 

cloud droplets, the fitted collision efficiency continuously increases as the raindrop 
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Figure 4.2 (a) The reference collision efficiency between raindrops and cloud droplets 

which is a combination of the collision efficiencies of Pinsky et al. (2001) and Beard and 

Grover (1974). (b) The fitted collision efficiency and (c) the fitted collision efficiency 

minus the reference collision efficiency. 
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 size increases, following the tendency in the collision efficiency of Pinsky et al. (2001).

 Using the above expressions for the size distributions, terminal velocities, and 

collision efficiency, the analytic expression of Eqs. (4.2) can be obtained. Here, the only 

problem is the absolute value in the collection kernel which makes the analytic 

integration in Eqs. (4.2) challenging. To overcome this problem, an approximation by 

Gaudet and Schmidt (2005) is employed, where the absolute value of the difference in 

terminal velocity is approximated as the difference itself. As in Jin et al. (2019), box 

model simulations using a bin-based direct SCE solver confirms that this approximation 

hardly changes the accretion rate. Then, the accretion rate given by the analytic 

expression of Eqs. (4.2) is 

 

   (4.8) 

 

where 

 

         (4.9a) 

      (4.9b) 
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with ai given as (a0, a1, a2) = (1, 2, 1).  is defined as 

 

        (4.10) 

 

s > 0. The variation of the size distribution 

parameters that represents the variation of the cloud droplet and raindrop size 

distributions yields the variation of the accretion rates. Mass conservation yields the 

following relation: 

 

        (4.11) 

 

where Lc is the mass content of cloud water. 

The rate of change in the cloud droplet number concentration due to the accretion 

process is given by 

 

     (4.12) 

Following the procedure of obtaining the analytic expression of the accretion rate 

Eqs. (4.8 4.9), one can show that Eqs. (4.12) is expressed as follows: 
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     (4.13) 

 

where 

 

         (4.14a) 

       (4.14b) 

 

The raindrop number concentration is not affected by the accretion process. 

Note that the existence of the terms v0,cL2 in Eqs. (4.8) and v0,cN2 in Eqs. (4.13) 

stems from the consideration of the cloud droplet terminal velocity in the collection 

kernel. The advantage of this consideration in the accretion rate estimation is relatively 

small compared to the advantages of considering the contribution of cloud droplets to the 

geometric sweep-out area or the individual drop size-dependent collection efficiency 

instead of the bulk collection efficiency. Also, the bias in the estimated accretion rate 

caused by ignoring the cloud droplet terminal velocity is small compared to that caused 

by the overestimation of the terminal velocity of very small raindrops in the fitted 

function, except for when the mean cloud droplet size is very large. For the cost-
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efficiency in modeling, v0,cL2 in Eqs. (4.8) and v0,cN2 in Eqs. (4.13) can be neglected. In 

this study, however, the full equations are used for the evaluation of the developed 

parameterization. 

 

4.2   Evaluation through cloud-resolving model simulations 

The developed accretion parameterization is evaluated through idealized and real-

case simulations using a cloud-resolving model. For this, the Weather Research and 

Forecasting (WRF) model version 3.9.1 (Skamarock et al. 2008) is used. The Thompson

Eidhammer microphysics scheme (Thompson and Eidhammer 2014) is selected as a 

microphysics scheme, and the developed accretion parameterization is implemented into 

the Thompson Eidhammer microphysics scheme while the parameterizations of other 

microphysical processes are unchanged. The Thompson-Eidhammer microphysics 

scheme uses gamma distribution functions to represent the size distributions of cloud 

droplets and raindrops, as assumed in the new parameterization. The original 

parameterization of the accretion of cloud water by rainwater in the Thompson

Eidhammer microphysics scheme is based on the continuous collection equation that 

neglects the contribution of the size distribution and terminal velocity of cloud droplets to 

the accretion rate. In addition, the original parameterization mainly adopts the collision 

efficiency of Beard and Grover (1974) as a bulk collection efficiency which is determined 

by mean raindrop and cloud droplet radii. In contrast, the new parameterization considers 

the contribution of cloud droplets to the relative terminal velocity and geometric sweep-

out area in the collection kernel (Eqs. 4.4) and uses the individual drop size-dependent 

collection efficiency instead of the bulk collection efficiency. Also, the collision 
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efficiency is fitted from a combination of the collision efficiency of Pinsky et al. (2001) 

and that of Beard and Grover (1974), which yields greater value compared to when only 

the collision efficiency of Beard and Grover (1974) is used. In the following subsections, 

simulations with the original accretion parameterization are also conducted and compared 

to those with the new accretion parameterization. Hereafter, the new and original 

parameterizations are called NP and OP, respectively. 

 

4.2.1 Idealized simulations 

Idealized 2D mixed-phase deep convective clouds are simulated using the WRF 

model. The horizontal domain size is 80 km with a grid spacing of 200 m, and the vertical 

domain size is 20 km with grid spacings ranging from ~180 m to ~230 m. At lateral 

boundaries, the open boundary condition is applied. The sponge layer is located from z = 

15 km to the domain top. The model is integrated for 120 min with a time step of 2 s. 

A composite thermodynamic sounding averaged over June 2014 at Dhaka 

radiosonde station (23.76°N, 90.38°E), Bangladesh (Fig. 4.3) is used as the initial 

condition at every grid point to simulate deep convection. June belongs to the active 

South Asian monsoon period (June to September). The thermodynamic sounding exhibits 

a very humid state in the lower atmosphere, with a near-surface water vapor mixing ratio 

of ~20 g kg 1. For the thermodynamic sounding, the lifting condensation level (LCL) is 

0.56 km, the level of free convection (LFC) is 1.75 km, and the equilibrium level (EL) is 

13.84 km. The convective available potential energy (CAPE) is 1174 J kg 1. No basic-

state wind is considered in the idealized simulations. The cloud is initiated using a warm-

bubble method. 
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Figure 4.3 Composite of thermodynamic soundings at Dhaka radiosonde station in June 

2014. The thick red and blue solid lines indicate the temperature and dew point 

temperature, respectively, and the thick black dashed line indicates the temperature of air 

parcel lifted moist-adiabatically from the level of free convection. 
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 To examine the impacts of the new accretion parameterization on precipitation, 

the time series of domain-averaged accumulated surface precipitation amount and surface 

precipitation rate in NP and OP are compared (Fig. 4.4). In this subsection, the domain 

average is taken horizontally over 20 km (within ±10 km from the domain center). The 

range of the domain average in the x-direction is chosen considering the maximum 

horizontal extent of the main clouds in the simulations. The surface precipitation 

(precipitation rate greater than 0.1 mm h 1) starts at 24 min in NP and 26 min in OP. The 

earlier onset of surface precipitation in NP (2 min earlier) is due to the relatively large 

accretion rate in NP, which will be shown later. The accumulated surface precipitation 

amount is consistently larger in NP than in OP until the end of the time integration (Fig. 

4.4a). At t = 120 min, the accumulated surface precipitation amount in NP is 12% larger 

than that in OP. The surface precipitation rate is larger in NP than in OP, except for t = 

35 39 min and 54 58 min (Fig. 4.4b). The first peak of the surface precipitation rate 

appears earlier in NP (t = 35 min) than in OP (t = 36 min), but its value is smaller in NP 

(5.8 mm h 1) than in OP (8.6 mm h 1). 

Figure 4.5 shows the time- and domain-averaged vertical profiles of hydrometeor 

mixing ratios and mass-weighted mean radii of cloud droplets and raindrops. The 

simulated cloud is vertically well developed with a maximum updraft velocity of 12.5 m 

s 1, and the cloud top reaches z = 12.5 km in NP. Due to effective conversion of cloud 

water into rainwater, the rainwater mixing ratio is much larger than the cloud water 

mixing ratio at z ~ 1.5 6.2 km (Fig. 4.5a). From z = 5.0 km, a little below the freezing-

level height (z = 5.6 km), a large amount of snow exists up to the cloud top, and graupel 

also exists from z = 4.0 km to the cloud top in NP. Compared to OP, NP exhibits a larger 
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Figure 4.4 Time series of domain-averaged (a) accumulated surface precipitation amount 

and (b) surface precipitation rate in the idealized simulations with the new and original 

accretion parameterizations. 
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Figure 4.5 Time- and domain-averaged vertical profiles of (a) hydrometeor mixing ratios 

and mass-weighted mean radii of (b) raindrops and (c) cloud droplets in the idealized 

simulations with the new (solid lines) and original (dashed lines) parameterizations. 
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 rainwater mixing ratio at most levels except for z = 3.6 5.3 km, while it predicts a 

smaller cloud water mixing ratio at z = 0.3 2.6 km and z = 4.4 7.0 km The snow mixing 

ratio in NP is much larger than that in OP at z = 6.5 10 km, about 94% on average. NP 

also shows a greater graupel mixing ratio up to z = 9.2 km. However, the contribution of 

the melting process to the production of rainwater mass is relatively small compared to 

that of the accretion process in these simulations. One of the most prominent differences 

between NP and OP is shown in the mass-weighted mean radius of raindrops (Fig. 4.5b). 

The mean raindrop radius in NP is larger than that in OP up to z = 8.5 km. Especially at z 

= 2.0 5.0 km, NP exhibits 22% larger mean raindrop radius on average compared to OP. 

The faster sedimentation of larger-sized raindrops in NP acts as a greater sink of 

rainwater mass. The smaller rainwater mixing ratio in NP at z = 3.6 5.3 km does not 

indicate that the production processes of rainwater such as the accretion process are 

relatively weak in NP, but results from the stronger sedimentation process in NP. The 

time-averaged downward mass flux of rainwater at z = 3.6 5.3 km is larger in NP than in 

OP (not shown). In contrast, the mean cloud droplet radius in NP is smaller than that 

OP at most levels below z = 5.2 km where the rainwater mixing ratio is large (Fig. 4.5c). 

The overall larger mean raindrop radius and smaller mean cloud droplet radius in NP still 

appear when they are averaged only over t  during which no ice hydrometeors 

are present (not shown).

To understand the roles of microphysical processes in the above findings, the time 

series of domain-averaged accretion and autoconversion rates are shown in Fig. 4.6. Here, 

the domain average is taken not only horizontally as in Fig. 4.4 but also vertically over z 

= 0 15 km; z = 15 km is the bottom height of the sponge layer. The accretion process 
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arises at t = 13 min in both simulations (Fig. 4.6a). Since then, NP predicts 56% larger 

accretion rate on average until t = 20 min, compared to OP; this difference looks smaller 

than its actual value because the accretion rate increases steeply during this time. The 

difference in the accretion rates becomes smaller and again increases, and the accretion 

rate in NP remains larger than that in OP until t = 52 min. An opposite tendency is 

predicted when it comes to the autoconversion rates (Fig. 4.6b). As a larger amount of 

cloud water mass is converted into rainwater through the accretion process in NP, the 

cloud water mass to be converted into rainwater through the autoconversion process 

decreases. The sum of the accretion and autoconversion rates is the total rainwater 

production rate via the warm-rain microphysical processes. Up to t = 32 min, the summed 

rate for NP is not so different from the summed rate for OP; almost the same amount of 

rainwater mass is produced during this period because the difference in the 

autoconversion rate between NP and OP largely cancels out the difference in the 

accretion rate between NP and OP (Fig. 4.6c). The difference in the sum of the two rates 

that arises after t = 32 min suggests that there is more cloud water supply in NP possibly 

driven by other microphysical and dynamical processes, which will be investigated 

further in this subsection. 

The ratio of the accretion rate to the autoconversion rate (acc/auto ratio) is over 10 

in NP during t = 21 52 min, the relatively convective period (Fig. 4.6d). In this study, the 

acc/auto ratio is calculated for every time step as the ratio between the accretion and 

autoconversion rates, and it does not mean the ratio between the accumulated amounts of 

rainwater produced by the accretion and autoconversion process. Given a similar value of 

liquid water path (see Fig. 4.7a), NP predicts a much higher acc/auto ratio compared 
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Figure 4.6 Time series of domain-averaged (a) accretion rate, (b) autoconversion rate, (c) 

the sum of accretion and autoconversion rates, and (d) the ratio between accretion and 

autoconversion rates in the idealized simulations with the new and original 

parameterizations. 
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to OP. The accretion process increases the mean size of raindrops by its own nature. The 

autoconversion process, however, generally decreases the mean size of raindrops because 

small-sized raindrops are produced as a result of the process. Therefore, the higher 

acc/auto ratio in NP is responsible for the larger mean raindrop radius shown in Fig. 4.5b. 

The increased mean raindrop size results in faster sedimentation. The earlier onset of the 

precipitation in NP (Fig. 4.4b) can be explained by the larger mean raindrop size in NP 

caused by the higher acc/auto ratio at the early period. 

 Figure 4.7 shows the time series of domain-averaged liquid and ice water paths. 

Here, the liquid water path is the sum of cloud water and rainwater paths, and the ice 

water path is the sum of cloud ice, snow, and graupel water paths. The two simulations 

exhibit almost the same values of the liquid water path until t ~ 30 min; the microphysical 

processes other than the accretion and autoconversion processes do not make any big 

difference in the liquid water path between the two simulations during this period (Fig. 

4.7a). Although slight differences appear after that, the liquid water path in NP remains 

close to that in OP for the whole period. On the other hand, the ice water path is very 

different between NP and OP (Fig. 4.7b). Because of the greater mass conversion of 

cloud water into rain after t = 32 min in NP (Fig. 4.6c), the cloud water mass to be 

converted into ice hydrometeor through riming decreases in NP, resulting in a slower 

increase in the ice water path. However, after t = 75 min, NP predicts the noticeably 

larger (79% on average) ice water path compared to OP. The difference in the ice water 

path could be induced by the difference in the latent heat release between NP and OP.

 Figure 4.8 shows the time- and domain-averaged vertical profiles of latent heating 

rates and updraft velocity. The condensation and evaporation play important roles at the  
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Figure 4.7 Time series of domain-averaged (a) liquid water path and (b) ice water path in 

the idealized simulations with the new and original parameterizations. 
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low and middle levels, and the deposition and sublimation contribute most to the heating 

rates at the high levels (Fig. 4.8a). NP exhibits stronger net latent heating by condensation 

and evaporation at z = 1.6 4.6 km (Fig. 4.8b), and this is largely due to weaker 

evaporation cooling there in NP compared to OP (not shown). The large mean raindrop 

size in NP yields smaller total surface area of raindrops, which weakens the evaporation. 

Faster sedimentation in NP due to the larger mean raindrop size reduces the time for 

raindrops to be evaporated, further weakening the evaporation. The stronger latent 

heating in NP may enhance the convection. The updraft velocity in NP is overall greater 

than that in OP up to z = 8.9 km (Fig. 4.8c). The greater updraft velocity in NP transports 

more water vapor from lower levels to produce more liquid condensates and transports 

more cloud water to middle and upper levels which can be converted into ice 

hydrometeors via freezing and riming processes. These may be responsible for the greater 

rainwater production rate in NP after t = 32 min (Fig. 4.6c) and the greater production 

rates of the ice hydrometeors in NP (Fig. 4.7b). The greater amount of ice hydrometeors 

produced in NP can further affect the thermodynamic fields through deposition, 

sublimation, and riming processes. 

To further examine the differences between the two parameterizations, the 

normalized accretion rates as a function of internal time scale  obtained in the idealized 

simulations are plotted (Fig. 4.9). The normalized accretion rate is equivalent to the 

universal function used in Seifert and Beheng (2001, 2006), which is the accretion rate 

divided by the product of the rainwater content, cloud water content, and a constant. The 

internal time scale  is the rainwater content divided by the liquid water content, which 

increases and approaches 1 as the cloud water mass is converted into the rainwater mass. 
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Figure 4.8 Time- and domain-averaged vertical profiles of (a) the heating rates due to 

condensation/evaporation, deposition/sublimation, riming, and freezing/melting in the 

idealized simulation with the new parameterization and (b) the differences in the heating 

rates between the new and original parameterizations. (c) Time- and domain-averaged 

vertical profiles of updraft velocity (w > 0.1 m s 1) in the idealized simulations with the 

new and original parameterizations. 
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It is noted that in Seifert and Beheng (2001, 2006), the normalized accretion rate is 

parameterized as a function of  only. The normalized accretion rates in t t 

> 40 min which roughly correspond to the liquid-only phase and mixed phase, 

respectively (see Fig. 4.7), are marked by different colors. 

OP exhibits a dense streak of normalized accretion rates which does not vary 

much (Fig. 4.9b). Because OP is based on the continuous collection equation where the 

effects of the differences in the cloud droplet size distribution are not considered, the 

accretion rate tends to depend mostly on the rainwater and cloud water contents. In NP, 

however, the normalized accretion rates vary largely with , and even for the same , they 

are widely distributed (Fig. 4.9a). Additionally, the normalized accretion rates in NP 

show larger values for the liquid-only phase compared to the mixed phase, while those in 

OP are not distinguishable for the liquid-only phase and the mixed phase. The fact that 

the normalized accretion rates have various values for the same  suggests that the 

accretion rate strongly depends on some parameters other than the rainwater and cloud 

water contents, such as the raindrop and cloud droplet number concentrations, and it may 

not be appropriate to parameterize the accretion rate with the mass contents only. The 

relatively rapid increase in the normalized accretion rate with  in NP reflects the 

relatively rapid increase in the mean raindrop size due to the high acc/auto ratio in NP. 

 

4.2.2 Real-case simulations 

Real-case simulations are performed to evaluate the new accretion 

parameterization. Heavy rainfall over Bangladesh from 17 to 23 June 2014 is simulated. 

During this period, a synoptic trough that was at first located over the west side of the 
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Figure 4.9 Normalized accretion rates as a function of internal time scale  in the 

idealized simulations with the (a) new and (b) original parameterizations. The red dots 

correspond to the idealized simulation results for t 

correspond to those for t > 40 min. 
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Bay of Bengal moved northeastward. Monsoonal southwesterly winds transported a large 

amount of moisture from the Bay of Bengal to Bangladesh, especially to southeastern 

region which received the heaviest precipitation (see Fig. 4.11c). According to the 35 

meteorological stations operated by the Bangladesh Meteorological Department, the 

maximum 7-day accumulated precipitation amount was 831 mm which was observed at 

Sandwip (22.48°N, 91.43°E). The precipitation amount for the first two days were small, 

9% of the total, while that for the last four days accounts for 77% of the total. 

The WRF model with the Thompson Eidhammer microphysics scheme 

(Thompson and Eidhammer 2014) used in the idealized simulations is again used to 

simulate the heavy rainfall case but with additional physics parameterizations and 

different domain configuration. For the physical parameterizations, the Yonsei University 

(YSU) planetary boundary layer scheme (Hong et al. 2006), the Betts-Miller-Janjic 

(BMJ) cumulus parameterization scheme (Janjic 1994), the unified Noah land surface 

model (Tewari et al. 2004), the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (RRTM) longwave 

radiation scheme (Mlawer et al. 1997), and the Dudhia shortwave radiation scheme 

(Dudhia 1989) are used. Figure 4.10 shows two-way nested domains and terrain height. 

The horizontal grid spacings for domains 1, 2, and 3 are 27, 9, and 3 km, respectively. 

The cumulus parameterization scheme is applied to domains 1 and 2. The numbers of 

horizontal grids for domains 1, 2, and 3 are 225 × 210, 225 × 210, and 354 × 390, 

respectively. The model top height is 50 hPa (~20 km). There are 42 stretched vertical 

layers, with a grid spacing of ~70 m in the lowest model layer. The 1-hourly 0.25° × 

0.25° resolution ERA5 reanalysis data (Copernicus Climate Change Service 2017) are 

used for initial and boundary conditions. The model is integrated for 7 days and 12 hours  
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Figure 4.10 Three nested model domains for the real-case simulations and terrain height. 
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starting from 1200 LST 16 June 2014, and the simulation results from 0000 LST 17 to 

0000 LST 24 in the innermost domain are used for analysis. 

The simulated and observed 7-day accumulated precipitation amounts are shown 

in Fig. 4.11. The spatial distribution of the accumulated precipitation amount is well 

simulated in NP, despite some underestimation. NP well predicts the large amount of 

precipitation over the southeastern region of Bangladesh. For the western region of 

Bangladesh, neither of the simulations manages to produce the observed amount of 

precipitation, but the prediction of NP is much closer to the observation than that of OP 

where the precipitation amount is more underestimated. Interestingly, OP largely 

overestimates (44%) the precipitation amount at Sylhet (24.90°N, 91.88°E) in the 

northeastern region of the country, while it is relatively well predicted by NP 

(overestimation by 10%). 

Using the simulated and observed accumulated precipitation amounts at the 

location of each meteorological station, Brier scores are calculated (Fig. 4.12). For almost 

all precipitation thresholds, NP gives lower Brier scores than OP, which indicates better 

prediction of precipitation. The difference in Brier scores is pronounced for thresholds 

smaller than 200 mm and thresholds of 470 630 mm, owing to the better performance of 

NP in the western and the southeastern regions, respectively. 

 Figure 4.13 presents the time- and domain-averaged vertical profiles of

hydrometeor mixing ratios and mass-weighted mean radii of raindrops and cloud droplets. 

Differences in the hydrometeor mixing ratio between the two accretion parameterizations 

are relatively small compared to those shown in the idealized simulations, possibly due to 

the long simulation period and the complicated dynamical environment of the real-case 
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Figure 4.11 Spatial distributions of 7-day accumulated precipitation amount simulated 

with (a) NP and (b) OP and (c) observed at meteorological stations. The simulation 

results are interpolated to the locations of the meteorological stations in (a) and (b). 
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Figure 4.12 Brier scores calculated using the simulated and observed 7-day accumulated 

precipitation amounts at the location of each meteorological station. 
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Figure 4.13 As in Fig. 4.5, but for the real-case simulations. 
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simulations. Among the hydrometeors, snow accounts for a large portion of clouds, 

indicating active ice microphysical processes. NP predicts a slightly larger snow mixing 

ratio at relatively low levels (z ~ 5 9 km) and a smaller snow mixing ratio at relatively 

high levels (z ~ 9 16 km), compared to OP. Mixing ratios of cloud water and rainwater 

are slightly smaller in NP than in OP, which can be attributed to the more active accretion 

process and the faster raindrop sedimentation in NP, respectively. Differences in the 

mean radii of raindrops and cloud droplets between NP and OP are evident. For z 

NP predicts 4% larger mean raindrop radius and 2% smaller mean cloud droplet radius. 

The larger (smaller) mean raindrop (cloud droplet) radius in NP is consistent with the 

result of the idealized simulations.

The effects of NP on the accretion and autoconversion rates are also very similar 

to those shown in the idealized simulations. Figure 4.14 shows the time series of domain-

averaged accretion and autoconversion rates, where the domain average is taken both 

horizontally (the innermost domain) and vertically (z = 0 18 km). The time series in Fig. 

4.14, also in Fig. 4.15, are plotted from 0000 LST 17 to 0000 LST 24 June 2014. In 

general, NP predicts a larger accretion rate and a smaller autoconversion rate than OP. 

The sum of the accretion and autoconversion rates shows little difference between NP 

and OP until 19 June when the precipitation rate was small, while the difference becomes 

large after that. The acc/auto ratio in NP is much higher than that in OP for the whole 

period, which is responsible for the larger mean raindrop radius in NP. The effects of NP 

on the liquid and ice water paths seem to be more complicated than those on the 

microphysical conversion rates (Fig. 4.15). Notable differences in the water paths are 

found from 20 June. For 21 22 June, the two rainiest days in the simulation period, the 
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Figure 4.14 As in Fig. 4.6, but for the real-case simulations. 
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Figure 4.15 As in Fig. 4.7, but for the real-case simulations. 
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Liquid and ice water paths in NP are 4% and 8% larger than those in OP, respectively. 

The increases in the liquid and ice water paths lead to the increase in precipitation amount 

during this period, which results in the better precipitation prediction in NP. 

The time- and domain-averaged vertical profiles of latent heating rates are shown 

in Fig. 4.16. Although the differences in the latent heating rates between NP and OP for 

the real-case simulations are relatively small compared to those for the idealized 

simulations, important features of the differences such as stronger net latent heating via 

condensation and evaporation at low levels in NP that are shown in the idealized 

simulations are also found in the real-case simulations. The stronger latent heating in NP 

may to some extent have contributed to the larger precipitation amount. It is noted that 

the differences in the latent heating rates between NP and OP averaged over a 1-day 

period from 1800 LST 21 June when the difference in the accretion rate is largest are 

about seven times those averaged over the whole 7-day period. 
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Figure 4.16 Time- and domain-averaged vertical profiles of (a) the heating rates due to 

condensation/evaporation, deposition/sublimation, riming, and freezing/melting in the 

real-case simulation with the new parameterization and (b) the differences in the heating 

rates between the new and original parameterizations. 
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5   Dynamical, thermodynamical, and 
cloud microphysical processes 
associated with extremely heavy 
precipitation in the Meghalaya 
Plateau region 

 
5.1   Case description and simulation setup  

5.1.1 Case description 

A monsoonal heavy precipitation event occurred over and around MP on 18 19 

August 2015. The maximum observed 1-day precipitation amount on 19 August 2015 

was 745 mm at Mawsynram station, and most of the precipitation was concentrated in the 

late night to early morning. To examine the synoptic condition during this event, the 

ERA5 reanalysis data (Hersbach et al. 2020) are used. Figure 5.1 shows the synoptic 

fields at 900 hPa and 500 hPa at 0900 and 2100 UTC 18. At 0900 UTC 18, the initial 

stage of the heavy precipitation event, a monsoonal trough exists in the northeastern part 

of India and an anticyclonic circulation is centered at the southeastern part of the Bay of 

Bengal at the 900-hPa level (Fig. 5.1a). The resultant southwesterly flow transports the 

warm and moist air along the east coast of India toward the inland area of Bangladesh 

and MP. After 12 hours, when the precipitation became extreme, the monsoonal trough 

moves eastward, and the anticyclonic circulation over the Bay of Bengal moves eastward, 

resulting in the enhancement of the southwesterly flow between them (Fig. 5.1b). The 

inland area of Bangladesh exhibits higher equivalent potential temperature than 12 hours 

prior, which indicates the abundant supply of warm and moist air to MP at low levels. At  
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Figure 5.1 900-hPa equivalent potential temperature (shaded), horizontal wind vector 

(arrows), and geopotential height (m, black solid lines) fields at (a) 1500 LST 18 and (b) 

0300 LST 19 from the ERA5 reanalysis data. Subfigures (c) and (d) are analogous to (a) 

and (b) but at 500 hPa. The green dot denotes Cherrapunji. 
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upper levels, however, the westerly flow over and around MP is relatively weak 

compared to the southwesterly flow at 900 hPa (Figs. 5.1c and d). 

 

5.1.2   Model description and simulation design 

 To simulate this heavy precipitation event, the Weather Research and Forecasting 

(WRF) model version 4.2 (Skamarock et al. 2019) is used. For the initial and boundary 

conditions, the ERA5 reanalysis data (Hersbach et al. 2020) with 0.25° horizontal 

resolution and 1-hr temporal resolution are used. The WRF model is integrated over 36 hr 

from 2100 UTC 17 (0300 LST 18) August 2015, and the simulation data from 0900 UTC 

18 (1500 LST 18) to 0900 UTC 19 (1500 LST 19) August 2015 are used for analysis, to 

take into account the model spin-up time. Note that the local standard time of Bangladesh 

is used hereafter because of the strong diurnal variation of precipitation in this region (e.g. 

Ohsawa et al. 2001; Terao et al. 2006). 

In this study, three different simulations are performed. The model domain 

configuration is presented in Fig. 5.2. The control (CNTL) simulation and the simulation 

without MP (noMP) use four nested domains from domains 1 to 4. The horizontal grid 

spacings of domains 1, 2, 3, and 4 are 27 km (181 × 166 grid points), 9 km (271 × 271), 3 

km (331 × 376), and 1 km (481 × 421), respectively. 42 vertical layers, which are 

stretched with height, are used for all domains. The time steps for domains 1, 2, 3, and 4 

are 20, 6.66, 2.22, and 0.74 s, respectively. The terrain height of domain 4 presented in 

Fig. 5.3 clearly shows the difference between the CNTL and noMP simulations. The 

terrain height of MP in the noMP simulation is reduced to 13 m which is the average 

height of the upwind region. This flattening process is applied to all domains,
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Figure 5.2 Four nested domains in the CNTL and noMP simulations and one additional 

domain in the HRES simulation with terrain height (m, shaded). d1, d2, d3, and d4 

indicate domains 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Domain 5 of the HRES simulation is 

indicated by red box. 
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Figure 5.3 Terrain height in the innermost domain (domain 4) of the (a) CNTL and (b) 

noMP simulations. Black, blue, and red boxes represent the upwind, upslope, and 

downwind regions, respectively. Black hollow circle and triangle indicate Mawsynram 

(25.30°N, 91.58°E) and Cherrapunji (25.25°N, 91.73°E), respectively. Red line (Line A) 

represents the reference line used for analysis. 
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but with a relaxation process near the lateral boundaries in order to avoid abrupt changes 

in terrain height. The relaxation zone lies within ~20 km from the lateral boundaries, with 

a greater decrease in terrain height according to the distance from boundaries. Figure 5.3a 

also shows a reference line (red line, Line A hereafter) that passes through Mawsynram 

(black circle) and the upwind, upslope, and downwind regions (black, blue, and red boxes, 

respectively) that are determined based on the low-level wind direction and the 

movement of precipitation systems in this event. 

 A simulation with a higher horizontal resolution (HRES) than the CNTL 

simulation is performed to examine the effects of local topography on the heavy 

precipitation, focusing on the southern slope of MP. In the HRES simulation, one more 

nested domain with a horizontal grid spacing of 1/3 km is added as domain 5 (red box in 

Fig. 5.2). Domain 5 consists of 301 × 241 grid points, and the time step is 0.25 s. 

 The physical parameterizations chosen for the simulations in this study are as 

follows: the Yonsei University (YSU) planetary boundary layer scheme (Hong et al. 

2006), the Dudhia shortwave radiation scheme (Dudhia 1989), the Rapid Radiative 

Transfer Model (RRTM) longwave radiation scheme (Mlawer et al. 1997), the unified 

Noah land surface model (Tewari et al. 2004), and the Kain-Fritsch cumulus 

parameterization scheme (Kain 2004). The cumulus parameterization scheme is not 

applied to domains 3, 4, and 5. The Thompson Eidhammer cloud microphysics scheme 

(Thompson and Eidhammer 2014) is used with the cloud droplet autoconversion and 

raindrop cloud droplet accretion parameterizations replaced by those developed in Lee 

and Baik (2017) and Chapter 4, respectively.
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5.2   Results 

5.2.1 Validation and precipitation characteristics 

  The numerical simulation of this event successfully reproduces the observed 

spatial distribution of accumulated precipitation. Figure 5.4 shows the comparison of 24-

hr (0900 LST 18 0900 LST 19) accumulated precipitation amount in the CNTL 

simulation and the rain gauge observation. The rain gauge data in Bangladesh and India 

were provided by the Bangladesh Meteorological Department and the India 

Meteorological Department, respectively. The observed spatial pattern of precipitation 

that shows the largest amount of accumulated precipitation in the southern slope of MP 

and relatively small amount of accumulated precipitation in the other part of MP is 

reproduced in the CNTL simulation (Fig. 5.4a). The simulated precipitation in the 

southwest of MP, however, cannot be properly evaluated because of the lack of rain 

gauge stations in this region of Bangladesh. The amounts of accumulated precipitation at 

Cherrapunji and Mawsynram, the two stations that experienced the most extreme 

precipitation, are underestimated by 108 and 475 mm, respectively. The deviation of 

simulated precipitation amount from the observation at these stations are largely reduced 

in the HRES simulation that better resolves the local topography, which will be shown in 

section 5.2.4. The correlation coefficient between the observed and simulated 24-hr 

accumulated precipitation amount is 0.78, which is high enough to assume that the 

simulations of this event in this study are valid. 

 To examine the temporal evolution of precipitation, the time series of 

precipitation rate over the upwind, upslope, and downwind regions in the CNTL and 

noMP simulations are presented in Fig. 5.5. In the upwind region (Fig. 5.5a), the  
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Figure 5.4 24-hr accumulated precipitation amount from the rain gauge observation 

(circles) and the CNTL simulation (shaded), and (b) their difference. (c) Scatter plot of 

the rain gauge observation and CNTL simulation for the 24-hr accumulated precipitation 

amount. 
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Figure 5.5 Time series of area-averaged precipitation rate for the (a) upwind, (b) upslope, 

and (c) downwind regions in the CNTL (solid) and noMP (dashed) simulations. 
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precipitation rate in the CNTL simulation is very small until 2210 LST 18 (~0.8 mm h 1 

on average), and then it increases abruptly and reaches its peak at 0050 LST 19 (8.3 mm 

h 1). In this region, the noMP simulation also shows a similar time series of precipitation 

rate. In the upslope region, the CNTL simulation shows moderate precipitation rates (4.2 

mm h 1 on average) until 0030 LST 19 when the precipitation rate starts to increase 

rapidly. This means that the precipitation systems are newly developed over the upslope 

region because the upwind region receives only little precipitation in the afternoon and 

evening. The start of the rapid increase in precipitation rate is delayed by 2 hr and 20 min 

in the upslope region, and this increase corresponds to the arrival of the precipitation 

systems that were pre-developed upwind of MP. The peak value in the upslope region in 

the CNTL simulation (20.3 mm h 1) is more than twice that in the noMP simulation (8.7 

mm h 1), indicating that the advected precipitation systems are further intensified over the 

southern slope of MP. The precipitation rate in the upslope region in the CNTL 

simulation shows a second abrupt increase at 0530 LST 19, which does not appear in the 

noMP simulation. This implies that a new process that intensifies the precipitation is 

involved, which will be explained in section 5.2.3. In the downwind region (Fig. 5.5c), 

the overall precipitation rate is relatively small in both simulations. 

 The analysis period is divided into two phases, before/after the abrupt increase in 

precipitation rate. The 9-hr accumulated precipitation amount and 900-hPa wind fields of 

Phase 1 (1500 LST 18 0000 LST 19, P1 hereafter) and Phase 2 (0000 0900 LST 19, P2 

hereafter) are shown in Fig. 5.6. P1 shows concentrated precipitation in the southern 

slope of MP where the prevailing southwesterlies go through orographic lifting. The 

upwind region receives only little precipitation in this period. P2 shows a much larger 
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Figure 5.6 9-hr accumulated precipitation amount (shaded in color) and 900-hPa level 

wind vector (arrows) fields with terrain height (shaded in black) during (a) 1500 LST 18

0000 LST 19 and (b) 0000 0900 LST 19 August 2015. 
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amount of precipitation in the southern slope of MP and stronger southwesterlies 

compared to P1. In P2, some parts of the upwind region receive considerable amount of 

precipitation and they are elongated in the low-level wind direction, indicating the path of 

the pre-developed precipitation systems toward MP. 

 From the above results, P1 can be characterized by the period when the 

precipitation is initiated by MP, while P2 can be characterized by the period when the 

precipitation is intensified over the slope of MP. 75% of the total accumulated 

precipitation amount in the upslope region occurs in P2, implying that the intensification 

process may contribute more to the accumulated precipitation amount than the initiation 

process. 

 

5.2.2 Dynamical and thermodynamical characteristics 

 In this subsection, the dynamical and thermodynamical processes associated with 

this extreme precipitation case are examined. The development of nocturnal LLJ heading 

toward MP has been attributed to the heavy precipitation in this region in many previous 

studies (e.g. Terao et al. 2006; Sato 2013). Figure 5.7 shows the evolution of the vertical 

profiles of horizontal wind speed along the direction of Line A and equivalent potential 

temperature, averaged over the upwind region. All wind profiles have peaks below z = 1 

km (Fig. 5.7a). This vertical maximum of low- 1 at 1800 LST 

1 at 0600 LST 19, and then decreases. The acceleration of 

low-level winds in the late night indicates the development of nocturnal LLJ, which is 

typically found in this region during the monsoon season (Terao et al. 2006; Sato 2013; 

Fujinami et al. 2017). 
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Figure 5.7 Vertical profiles of the area-averaged (a) wind speed component along the 

direction of Line A in Fig. 5.3a and (b) equivalent potential temperature in the upwind 

region. 
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 The development of the nocturnal LLJ is mainly associated with synoptic forcing 

and the diurnal variation of convective instability. During this event, synoptic low-level 

southwesterlies toward MP blow between the trough over the northeastern part of India 

and the high pressure system over the Bay of Bengal (Figs. 5.1a and b). In the daytime 

(1800 LST 18 and 1000 LST 19), the atmosphere below z = 1 km in the upwind region is 

conditionally unstable due to the surface heating, while it is slightly stable or almost 

neutral in the nighttime and early morning (2200 LST 18, 0200 LST 19, and 0600 LST 

19) (Fig. 5.7b). As argued by Blackadar (1957), the relatively strong vertical mixing in 

the deep planetary boundary layer during the daytime reduces the vertical maximum of 

horizontal wind speed at the low level. During the nighttime, however, the vertical 

mixing is weakened and thus LLJ becomes stronger than in the daytime. 

 Because the precipitation in MP is largely affected by the water vapor transported 

by LLJ, it is important to examine how much water vapor has been transported. Figure 

5.8b shows the time series of water vapor flux along the direction of Line A at 900 hPa 

averaged over the upwind region. The time series of water vapor flux is similar to that of 

horizontal wind speed (Fig. 5.8a). This indicates that the variability of water vapor flux is 

mainly modulated by the horizontal wind speed, not by the mixing ratio of water vapor. 

The water vapor flux increases almost monotonically from 1640 LST 18 to 0530 LST 19. 

This increasing trend of water vapor flux is similar to the trend of precipitation rate in the 

upslope region (Fig. 5.5b) with a 1 2-hr delay. This suggests that the water vapor flux 

over the upwind region is a main factor that affects the precipitation rate in the upslope 

region. 

 Figure 5.9 shows the vertical cross sections of wind vector and water vapor flux at  
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Figure 5.8 Time series of (a) horizontal wind speed and (b) water vapor flux at 900 hPa 

along the direction of Line A averaged over the upwind region. 
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Figure 5.9 Vertical cross-sections of water vapor flux (shaded) and wind vectors along 

Line A at 1800 LST 18 and 0600 LST 19 August 2015. 
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1800 LST 18 and 0600 LST 19 along Line A (Fig. 5.3a). At 1800 LST 18, the layer with 

water vapor flux (greater than 25 g kg 1 m s 1) appears up to z ~ 5 km in the upwind 

region (x < 20 km). The water vapor flux is especially large at low levels (z < 2 km) in 

the upwind region, but it is small over the upslope of MP. At 0600 LST 19, the layer with 

water vapor flux (greater than 25 g kg 1 m s 1) is thickened up to z ~ 7 km in the upwind 

region, and the water vapor flux within z < 2 km is increased about 1.5 times due to 

strong LLJ. When this LLJ reaches the upslope of MP, it is largely deflected upward and 

strengthened to some extent. As a result, a large amount of water vapor is transported 

upward. More water vapor can condense into cloud droplets releasing more latent heat, 

hence promoting deep convection. Another notable feature at this time is the upper-level 

wind direction. At 1800 LST 18, the winds at z > ~10 km over MP blow to the southwest, 

consistent with those over the upwind region. At 0600 LST 19, however, winds blow to 

the northeast at all levels over MP, forming divergence at z > ~7 km where the winds 

over the upwind region blow to the southwest or are relatively weak. It seems that the 

intensified LLJ rising over the steep upslope of MP contributes to the change in the 

upper-level wind direction over MP. 

 Figure 5.10 shows the vertical cross-sections of vertical velocity. At 2100 LST 18 

when the low-level jet is weak, shallow and weak updrafts appear over the upslope region 

(Fig. 5.10a). At 0200 LST 19, deep and strong updrafts appear over the upwind region 

and approach MP (Fig. 5.10b). The strong vertical wind shear over the upwind region 

(Fig. 5.9) tilts the updrafts to the left (southwest). At 0600 LST 19, the updrafts 

approaching MP merge and become stronger over the upslope region (Fig. 5.10c). At this 

time, the updrafts develop relatively upright over the upslope region where the  
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Figure 5.10 Vertical cross-sections of vertical velocity along Line A at (a) 2100 LST 18, 

(b) 0200 LST 19, and (c) 0600 LST 19 August 2015. 
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vertical wind shear is weak (Fig. 5.9b). The horizontal scale of the merged system is 

larger than that of individual updrafts. The merged system is expanded to the right 

(northeast) at upper levels, mainly due to the upper-level divergence and resultant 

horizontal spread of upper-level clouds. 

5.2.3 Cloud microphysical characteristics 

 In this subsection, the cloud microphysical processes involved in this extreme 

precipitation case are examined. Figure 5.11 shows the time series of liquid water path 

(LWP) and ice water path (IWP) over the upwind, upslope, and downwind regions in the 

CNTL and noMP simulations. Before ~0000 LST 19, in the upwind region, there is 

almost no LWP and IWP in both simulations. In the upslope region, LWP in the CNTL 

simulation is ~1.5 kg m 2 while that in the noMP simulation is still nearly zero. IWP is 

nearly zero in both simulations. These indicate that the moderate precipitation initiated 

over the upslope region in P1 is produced almost solely by warm microphysical 

processes. After ~0000 LST 19, in the upwind region, LWP and IWP increase abruptly in 

both simulations. Both warm and cold microphysical processes are involved in the 

precipitation systems in the upwind region. Unlike in P1, the cold microphysical 

processes contribute to the precipitation in P2. MP enhances both warm and cold 

microphysical processes. In the downwind region, due to the intense precipitation over 

the upslope region, LWP and IWP are relatively small. 

 For a detailed analysis of the cloud microphysical characteristics, vertical profiles 

of hydrometeors and conversion rates related to rainwater production averaged over the 

upslope region are shown in Figs. 5.12 and 5.13, respectively. At 2100 LST 18, the 
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Figure 5.11 Time series of LWP (top row) and IWP (bottom row) averaged over the 

upwind (first column), upslope (second column) and downwind (third column) regions in 

the CNTL (solid) and noMP (dashed) simulations. 
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Figure 5.12 Vertical profiles of hydrometeors averaged over the upslope region at 2100 

LST 18 (top row) and 0600 LST 19 (bottom row) August 2015 in the CNTL (first 

column) and noMP (second column) simulations and their differences (third column). 
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Figure 5.13 Vertical profiles of microphysical conversion rates related to rainwater 

production (AU: autoconversion, AC: accretion, ML: melting) averaged over the upslope 

region at 2100 LST 18 (top row) and 0600 LST 19 (bottom row) August 2015 in the 

CNTL (first column) and noMP (second column) simulations and their differences (third 

column). 
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cloud water, rainwater, and snow are the main hydrometeors in the CNTL simulation, 

accounting for 25%, 56%, and 19% of the total hydrometeor mixing ratio, respectively 

(Fig. 5.12a). The cloud water and rainwater exist at z < ~6 km and their mixing ratios 

both peak at z ~ 1 km. In contrast, the snow appears at z > ~6 km and its mixing ratio 

peaks at z ~ 10 km, leaving little chance of mixed-phase microphysical processes such as 

riming. In the noMP simulation, there are only little amounts of cloud water and 

rainwater, but snow exists at a similar amount as in the CNTL simulation (Fig. 5.12b). 

The differences in cloud water and rainwater mixing ratios between the CNTL and noMP 

simulations are greatest at z ~ 1 km. These differences are mainly attributed to the 

accretion rate. The accretion rate is dominant and peaks at z ~ 1 km in the CNTL 

simulation, while the conversion processes rarely occur in the noMP simulation (Figs. 

5.13a and b). The active accretion process in the CNTL simulation is mainly attributed to 

the strong updrafts over the upslope region (Fig. 5.10a) that supply a large amount of 

cloud droplets to be collected by raindrops and acts as the key factor for the initiation of 

precipitation in P1. 

At 0600 LST 19, in the CNTL simulation, snow and rainwater mixing ratios 

increase substantially and a small amount of graupel appears at z = ~4 8 km (Fig. 5.12d). 

The noMP simulation also shows a large amount of hydrometeors (Fig. 5.12e) because 

many of the precipitation systems are not generated over the upslope but previously 

developed upwind of MP and advected toward the upslope (Fig. 5.5a). Compared to the 

noMP simulation, the CNTL simulation shows much larger snow and rainwater mixing 

ratios (Fig. 5.12f). This indicates that the heavier precipitation in the CNTL simulation is 

caused by the enhancement of both warm and cold microphysical processes. The 
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difference in vertical profiles of conversion rates shows that the accretion process and the 

melting process are more active in the CNTL simulation than in the noMP simulation 

(Fig. 5.13f). The increment of accretion rate is much larger than that of melting rate. The 

larger vertical velocities in the merged and intensified updrafts over the upslope region as 

well as the enhanced melting of ice hydrometeors that produces large-sized raindrops 

enhance the accretion process. The increment of melting rate in the upslope region is 

relatively small because a large amount of snow produced at upper levels are advected to 

upwind and downwind regions due to the upper-level divergence. Therefore, the heavier 

precipitation in the CNTL simulation than in noMP simulation in P2 is mainly attributed 

to the more active accretion process and partly attributed to the more active melting 

process. 

Figure 5.14 shows the vertical cross-sections of liquid and ice hydrometeor 

mixing ratios. It is seen that the precipitation over the upslope region at 2100 LST 18 in 

P1 is produced almost solely by warm microphysical processes (Fig. 5.14a). At 0200 LST 

19, a number of precipitation systems with both liquid and ice hydrometeors are 

generated over the upwind region and move to the northeast in both CNTL and noMP 

simulations (Figs. 5.14c and d). The precipitation systems slow down over the southern 

slope of MP and merge together as shown in the CNTL simulation at 0600 LST 19 (Fig. 

5.14e). The merged system is led by the ice-phase clouds at upper levels. Due to the 

upper-level divergence, the ice hydrometeors at the upper level in the CNTL simulation 

are transported far to the downwind region, which is not accompanied by the liquid 

hydrometeors below. Because the noMP simulation does not show either the merging of  
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Figure 5.14 Vertical cross-sections of the liquid and ice hydrometeor mixing ratios at 

2100 LST 18 (top row), 0200 LST 19 (middle row), and 0600 LST 19 (bottom row) 

August 2015 in the CNTL (left column) and noMP (right column) simulations. 
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precipitation systems or the leading of upper-level clouds, the existence of MP is 

attributed to these features in the CNTL simulation.  

 

5.2.4 Local topographic effect on precipitation 

 Many valleys and ridges in the southern slope of MP create complex terrain with 

steep slopes (Fig. 5.15a). The steep slopes are closely related to the formation of 

orographic wind flows, which can be related to precipitation. In this subsection, by 

comparing the HRES simulation with the CNTL simulation, the effects of local 

topography on precipitation are investigated. The HRES simulation with the finer 

horizontal resolution better represent the local topography than the CNTL simulation. 

The difference in terrain height between the HRES and CNTL simulations (Fig. 5.15b) 

shows that the effects of the increase in horizontal resolution are pronounced in the valley 

regions. The terrain height in the HRES simulation is lower inside the valleys and higher 

at the valley slope, which means that the slope of the HRES simulation is steeper than 

that of the CNTL simulation. 

 The heavy precipitation is mainly simulated over the ridges branching out 

southward and the slopes near these ridges (Fig. 5.15c). The 24-hr accumulated 

precipitation amount in the HRES simulation is overall greater compared to that in the 

CNTL simulation except around the western region of Mawsynram (Fig. 5.15d). This 

reduces the deviation of the simulated precipitation amount from the rain gauge 

observation seen in the CNTL simulation. The 24-hr accumulated precipitation amounts 

in the rain gauge observation, CNTL simulation, and HRES simulation are 472, 364, and 

521 mm, respectively, for Cherrapunji, and 745, 270, and 350 mm, respectively, for
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Figure 5.15 (a) Terrain height in the HRES simulation and (b) the difference between the 

HRES and CNTL simulations. (c) 24-hr accumulated precipitation amount in the HRES 

simulation and (d) the difference between the HRES and CNTL simulations. Terrain 

height is contoured at 400-m intervals in (b), (c), and (d). 
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Figure 5.16 Horizontal distributions of vertical velocity at z = 3 km averaged over P2 

(0000 0900 LST 19) in the (a) HRES and (b) CNTL simulations and (c) their difference. 

Terrain height is contoured at 400 m intervals. 
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Figure 5.17 Contoured frequency by altitude diagrams (CFADs) of vertical velocity in the 

(a) HRES and (b) CNTL simulations and (c) their difference. Bins with HRES values 

only are indicated by grey color in (c) 
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Mawsynram. The largest increase is seen along the steep slope at the northeast of 

Cherrapunji where the difference in terrain height is large. This implies that the steepness 

of the terrain largely affects the precipitation intensity. 

 The steeper slope can intensify orographic updrafts and downdrafts. The 

intensified orographic flows may be the cause of the increased precipitation in the HRES 

simulation. Figure 5.16 shows the vertical velocity at z = 3 km averaged over P2. Note 

that the vertical velocity at z = 3 km in P1 does not show significant differences between 

the HRES and CNTL simulations (not shown). The overall spatial patterns look similar in 

both simulations. The updrafts appear on the upslope area of valleys, while the 

downdrafts appear on the downslope area of valleys in both simulations. However, there 

are differences in the magnitude of vertical velocities between the two simulations. The 

CFADs of vertical velocity show that strong updrafts are more frequent and the weak 

1 are less frequent in the HRES simulation (Fig. 5.17). 

This means that the variability of vertical velocity is high in the HRES simulation. In the 

spatial distribution (Fig. 5.16), only the updrafts are intensified, while the downdrafts are 

weakened. This results in an overall increase of vertical velocity around Cherrapunji. The 

regions with the overall increase in vertical velocity are well-matched with the regions 

with increased precipitation (Figs. 5.15d and 5.16c). This implies that the intensification 

of vertical velocity by steeper slopes in the HRES simulation is closely related to the 

increased precipitation. 
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5.3   Sensitivities to physical parameterization schemes and 

ensemble prediction  

 Simulating and predicting extreme precipitation in the MP region is challenging 

because of the complex topography and its interactions with various physical processes. 

Therefore, sensitivities of simulated precipitation to various physical parameterization 

schemes deserve an investigation. The heavy precipitation event investigated in the 

previous subsection is again used for the sensitivity test. 

 For microphysics sensitivity experiments, the Milbrandt-Yau (MY) (Milbrandt 

and Yau, 2005), Morrison (Morrison et al. 2009), National Severe Storms Laboratory 

(NSSL) (Gilmore et al. 2004), predicted particle properties (P3) (Morrison and Milbrandt 

2015), Thompson-Eidhammer (TE) (Thompson and Eidhammer 2014), and WRF double 

moment 6-class (WDM6) (Lim and Hong 2010) schemes are used. All those 

microphysics schemes predict mixing ratio and number concentration of cloud droplets 

and raindrops, but there are differences for ice particles. For example, both the TE and 

WDM6 schemes predict only mixing ratio of ice particles, but the MY and NSSL 

schemes predict both mixing ratio and number concentration of ice particles. The NSSL 

scheme considers graupel volume for the prediction of graupel density. The P3 scheme 

represents ice particles by several physical properties which evolve freely with time. For 

microphysics sensitivity experiments, each microphysics scheme together with the YSU 

PBL scheme (Hong et al. 2006) and the Dudhia shortwave (Dudhia 1989)/RRTM 

longwave (Mlawer et al. 1997) radiation schemes is used. Ensemble average (MP_EN) 

for the six simulations with the different microphysics schemes is calculated. Sensitivities 

of simulated precipitation to four PBL schemes, namely, Asymmetric Convective Model 
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version 2 (ACM2) (Pleim 2007), Mellor-Yamada-Janjic (MYJ) (Janjic 1994), University 

of Washington (UW) (Bretherton and Park 2009), and YSU schemes are examined. For 

PBL sensitivity experiments, the TE microphysics scheme and the Dudhia 

shortwave/RRTM longwave radiation schemes are common. Ensemble average for the 

four simulations with the different PBL schemes (PBL_EN) is calculated. Three radiation 

schemes, the CAM shortwave/longwave (Collins et al. 2004), Dudhia shortwave/RRTM 

longwave, and RRTMG shortwave/longwave (Iacono et al. 2008) radiation schemes, are 

used. Both the TE microphysics and YSU PBL schemes are common in radiation 

sensitivity experiments. Ensemble average for the radiation schemes is indicated by 

RAD_EN. Ensemble average for the total 11 simulations (ALL_EN) is also calculated. 

The developed raindrop cloud droplet accretion (Chapter 4) and cloud droplet 

autoconversion (Lee and Baik, 2017) parameterizations are also implemented in the TE 

scheme, denoted by the ITE (improved TE) scheme. The result of the simulation with the 

ITE microphysics scheme, the YSU PBL scheme, and the Dudhia shortwave/RRTM 

longwave radiation schemes is compared with the results of other simulations. It is noted 

that the simulation with the TE microphysics scheme together with the YSU PBL scheme 

and the Dudhia shortwave/RRTM longwave radiation schemes is denoted by the CNTL 

simulation. 

 Figure 5.18 shows the spatial distribution of simulated 24-hr accumulated 

precipitation amount from the simulation with the six different microphysics schemes, 

their ensemble (MP_EN), and the simulation with the ITE for 19 August 2015 in the 

innermost domain with a horizontal resolution of 1 km, focusing on the extreme 

precipitated area in the MP. All microphysics schemes simulate the spatial distribution of  
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Figure 5.18 Spatial distribution of 24-hr accumulated precipitation amount in the 

simulations with different microphysics schemes: (a) CNTL, (b) MP_Morrison, (c) 

MP_MY, (d) MP_NSSL, (e) MP_P3, (f) MP_WDM6, (g) is the ensemble average 

(MP_EN), and (h) MP_ITE, focusing on the southern slope of MP.  
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precipitation reasonably well, but precipitation intensity differs depending on which 

microphysics scheme is employed. Considering MP_Morrison as a reference, a large 

amount of precipitation in the southern region of MP and a small amount of precipitation 

on the valley floor (Fig. 5.18b). This type of features is also evident in other simulations. 

MP_ITE, MP_MY, and MP_P3 simulate more precipitation amount in the steep slope 

area, and CNTL and MP_NSSL simulate a moderate amount of precipitation in that area. 

In contrast, MP_WDM6 simulates a small amount of precipitation in the steep slope area. 

MP_ITE shows the highest correlation (R = 0.78) and the smallest RMSE (79.50 mm), 

and MP_WDM6 shows the lowest correlation (R = 0.51) and the largest RMSE (102.96 

mm). The amounts of accumulated precipitation at Cherrapunji (471 mm) and 

Mawsynram (745 mm), the two locations that experienced the most extreme precipitation, 

are underestimated in all 11 simulations, but MP_P3 simulates the closest precipitation 

amounts (311 mm at Mawsynram and 460 mm at Cherrapunji) among the simulation with 

the different microphysics schemes. MP_EN shows a reasonably well simulated 

precipitation distribution with a relatively high correlation of 0.76 and a relatively low 

RMSE of 82.10 mm. 

 Figure 5.19 shows 24-hr accumulation precipitation distribution in the simulations 

with the different PBL schemes and their ensemble average. It is revealed that 

precipitation distribution and intensity are more sensitive to the PBL schemes than to the 

microphysical schemes. PBL_MYJ simulates intense precipitation distribution in the 

southern slope of MP and a precipitation amount of 367 mm at Cherrapunji, while 

PBL_ACM2 cannot capture intense precipitation in the southern slope of MP and 

simulates the smallest amount of precipitation at Cherrapunji (173 mm). The precipitation  
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Figure 5.19 Same as Fig. 5.18 but for simulations with different PBL schemes: (a) CNTL, 

(b) PBL_ACM2, (c) PBL_MYJ, and (d) PBL_UW. (e)is the ensemble average 

(PBL_EN). 
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Figure 5.20 Same as Fig. 5.18 but for the simulations with different radiation schemes: 

(a) CNTL, (b) RAD_CAM, and (c) RAD_RRTMG. (e) is the ensemble average 

(RAD_EN). 
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distribution and intensity in PBL_YSU and PBL_UW are similar to each other. The 

reduction of precipitation intensity in PBL_YSU is seen compared to PBL_MYJ. Both 

PBL_UW and PBL_YSU show better statistical scores. PBL_EN shows intermediate 

statistical scores in this event. 

 Sensitivities to radiation schemes and the ensemble prediction are also examined 

(Fig. 5.20). RAD_RRTMG shows the closest precipitation amount at Cherrapunji (449 

mm) and Mawsynram (315 mm) compared to CNTL and RAD_CAM. Moreover, 

RAD_RRTMG exhibits a higher correlation and a lower RMSE compared to CNTL and 

RAD_CAM. In CNTL and RAD_CAM, intense precipitation is mainly distributed in a 

limited area in the western region of Mawsynram, but in RAD_RRTMG, intense 

precipitation is distributed in a wider area in this region. RAD_EN shows the highest 

correlation (R = 0.82). 

 Figure 5.21 shows the spatial distribution of 24-hr accumulated precipitation 

amount for ensemble average of all 11 simulations. It is seen that intense precipitation is 

mainly concentrated in the mountain ridge areas. ALL_EN shows a good performance, 

which is represented as a satisfactorily higher correlation (R = 0.79) and lower RMSE 

(80.34 mm) than most of the individual ensemble members. 

 The results from the sensitivity experiments and ensemble prediction indicate that 

the simulation with the improved microphysics scheme that includes the stochastic 

autoconversion and accretion processes (MP_ITE) considerably improves precipitation 

prediction. In fact, the performance of MP_ITE is similar to ALL_EN. The results also 

indicate a potential for ensemble prediction. Along with these finding, further studies for 

many precipitation cases are needed to better predict precipitation in the MP region. 
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Figure 5.21 Same as Fig. 5.18 but for ensemble average of all 11 simulations. 
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6   Summary and conclusions 
 
6.1   Spatiotemporal variations of precipitation in Bangladesh 

revealed by nationwide rain gauge data 

This study examined observed spatial and temporal variations of precipitation in 

Bangladesh. For this, the rain gauge data in 3-h intervals at 35 stations for the period 

2003 2016 and the reanalysis data were used. The annual precipitation amount is 2263 

mm, and its spatial variation is large. The pre-monsoon and monsoon seasons have 17% 

and 73% of the annual precipitation amount, respectively. In the northern region of 

Bangladesh, the precipitation peaks in the late night to early morning in both the pre-

monsoon and monsoon seasons. This is associated with the large horizontal convergence 

of low-level water vapor flux. On the other hand, in the southwestern region of the 

country, the precipitation peaks in the early evening in the pre-monsoon season and peaks 

in the afternoon in the monsoon season. The early evening maximum of precipitation in 

the pre-monsoon season is associated with the large convective instability in the late 

afternoon. 

 It was speculated that the Himalaya Mountains and the Meghalaya Plateau play 

roles in enhancing nighttime precipitation in the northern region of the country. However, 

we could not present the detailed processes and mechanisms only with the rain gauge 

data and the reanalysis data. Numerical studies with high-resolution cloud-resolving 

models will help to find involved processes and mechanisms. Bangladesh is affected by 

tropical cyclones which bring heavy rains in the country. It would be interesting to 
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examine to what extent tropical cyclones take part in the amount and spatial distribution 

of precipitation. 

 

6.2   Evaluation and CSEOF analysis of IMERG data for 

precipitation studies in Bangladesh and surrounding 

regions 

 This study evaluates the applicability of a satellite retrieval-based precipitation 

dataset, IMERG, to research on precipitation in Bangladesh and surrounding regions. The 

IMERG data successfully reproduce the observed seasonal variation of precipitation. The 

diurnal variation of precipitation is also generally well reproduced by the IMERG data, 

except for the overestimation of the degree of diurnal variability in the pre-monsoon 

season. Large underestimations of precipitation are found at Sylhet in the pre-monsoon 

and monsoon seasons, where the observed precipitation amounts are large and the 

IMERG data underestimate them. Because the correlation between 3-hourly precipitation 

amounts in the IMERG data and those in the rain gauge data is not very high (R = 0.51

0.60) and underestimations of heavy precipitation and overestimations of light 

precipitation are frequent, the use of the IMERG data for studying short-term individual 

precipitation events in Bangladesh and surrounding regions should be done with extra 

care. On the other hand, the IMERG data well reproduce the observed patterns of spatial 

and temporal distributions of precipitation averaged over a relatively long period, which 

encourages the use of the IMERG data for studying general precipitation characteristics 

in this region. 
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 The IMERG data are used in the CSEOF analysis to examine important features 

of the diurnal variations of pre-monsoonal and monsoonal precipitation in Bangladesh 

and surrounding regions and their relationship with the low-level water vapor flux. The 

first mode of pre-monsoonal precipitation is characterized by enhanced precipitation in 

the northern region of Bangladesh and the Meghalaya Plateau region in the late night to 

early morning, which is related to the enhancement of the southerly component of 

moisture transport from the BOB to the southern slope of the Meghalaya Plateau. The 

second mode represents a north south difference in precipitation which also becomes 

large in the late night to early morning, and this is linked with the diurnal variation of 

southwesterly moisture transport over Bangladesh. 

 For precipitation in the monsoon season, the first and second CSEOF modes show 

contrasting CSLV patterns. The first mode shows enhanced precipitation in the northern 

region of the BOB in 0600 1500 LST, which is related to the strengthening of westerly 

moisture transport over the BOB toward the Arakan Mountains in this time. In contrast, 

the second mode shows enhanced precipitation in the southern slopes of the Meghalaya 

Plateau and Himalayan Foothills in 0000 0600 LST, which is related to the southwesterly 

moisture transport being neither blocked nor deflected by the Arakan Mountains. 

 

6.3   Development of a physically based raindrop-cloud droplet 

accretion parameterization and its evaluation through 

cloud and precipitation simulations 

Based on the stochastic collection equation, the accretion of cloud water by 

rainwater is newly parameterized for use in bulk microphysics schemes. The new 
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accretion parameterization employs the collection efficiency of each raindrop cloud 

droplet pair, which allows a strong variability of accretion rate depending on the cloud 

droplet and raindrop size distributions even for given cloud water and rainwater mass 

contents. In the idealized and real-case simulations using a cloud-resolving model, NP 

generally yields larger accretion rates and smaller autoconversion rates compared to OP, 

resulting in the high acc/auto ratio. The relatively large mean raindrop size in NP caused 

by the high acc/auto ratio affects the sedimentation and evaporation processes of 

raindrops. Stronger net latent heating by condensation and evaporation processes is found 

in NP, which may contribute to enhancement of the cloud development and precipitation. 

In the simulations of a real precipitation event over Bangladesh, NP predicts the 

accumulated precipitation amount and its spatial distribution that are closer to the 

observation. 

The relatively complicated calculation for the accretion process in NP compared 

to that in OP accompanies the increase in the computational cost but only to a small 

degree. For the idealized simulations in subsection 4.2.1 in which the cloud microphysics 

scheme is the only physics parameterization used, the simulation with NP costs total 

computation time ~2% longer than that of the simulation with OP. In the real-case 

simulations where the contribution of the cloud microphysics scheme to the total 

computational load is relatively small, the computation time is reduced further. 

Although the new parameterization provides a more rigorous estimation of the 

accretion rate, there still are some uncertainties. The assumption that the coalescence 

efficiency is 1 is one of them. If the coalescence efficiency for the accretion regime in 

reality is much smaller than 1, the acc/auto ratio and the mean raindrop radius predicted 
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by NP may have been overestimated. It is found that when the coalescence efficiency is 

assumed to be 0.75, the idealized simulation with NP still yields higher acc/auto ratio for 

a long time and overall greater raindrop radius than the idealized simulation with OP in 

which the coalescence efficiency is assumed to be 1, though differences in these variables 

between NP and OP are much reduced compared to those presented in subsection 4.2.1. 

This implies that examining reliable coalescence efficiency through physically rigorous 

and reproducible experiments may be needed to further improve the accuracy of the 

accretion rate estimation. 

The clouds simulated in this study to examine the effects of NP are mainly deep 

convective clouds with high liquid water path where the role of the accretion process is 

important (Michibata and Takemura 2015). To see how these effects are different in 

shallow convective clouds with no ice microphysical processes involved, marine 

stratocumulus clouds are additionally simulated. The overall higher acc/auto ratio, larger 

mean raindrop radius, and smaller mean cloud droplet radius in NP than in OP are again 

predicted in these simulations, but the differences between those in NP and OP are not as 

big as the differences found in the deep convective cloud simulations, possibly because 

the importance of the accretion process relative to the autoconversion process is smaller 

compared to those in the deep convective cloud simulations (not shown). 

The derivation of the accretion parameterization in this study shares many of the 

assumptions and methods with that of the autoconversion parameterization by LB17. 

Since the accretion and autoconversion processes are the two main processes that produce 

rainwater in warm clouds, coupling of the two parameterizations may improve the warm 

rain prediction, due to the elaborate methods used in the two parameterizations and a 
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good consistency between them. It is expected that some of the effects of NP found in 

this study would be cancelled out and some would be amplified. For example, the LB17 

parameterization predicts higher acc/auto ratio compared to many other autoconversion 

parameterizations (e.g., Berry and Reinhardt 1974; Liu and Daum 2004; Seifert and 

Beheng 2006), and it will be worthwhile to examine how the high acc/auto ratio in NP 

will change when coupled with the LB17 parameterization. The combined effects of the 

two warm-rain collection parameterizations will be evaluated through simulations of 

various types of clouds and precipitation in further research. Furthermore, the 

parameterizations of the accretion processes involved with ice hydrometeors which share 

the methods with NP in this study (e.g., Jin et al. 2019) can be also combined to better 

represent the collection processes in mixed-phase clouds. 

 

6.4   Dynamical, thermodynamical, and cloud microphysical 

processes associated with extremely heavy precipitation in 

the Meghalaya Plateau region 

 In this study, dynamical, thermodynamical, and cloud microphysical 

characteristics associated with the 18 19 August 2015 extremely heavy precipitation case 

in MP region are examined through high-resolution WRF model simulations. Three 

different simulations (CNTL, noMP, and HRES) are performed. The results of the CNTL 

and noMP simulations show that MP both initiates and intensifies precipitation. The 

schematic diagram in the Fig. 6.1 shows the overall processes associated with the 

extremely heavy precipitation event in MP. When LLJ is not fully developed and the 

water vapor transport is weak (P1), the orographic lifting induced by MP initiates 
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precipitation. Liquid hydrometeors and the associated warm cloud microphysical 

processes are dominant. The accretion process mainly contributes to the heavy 

precipitation in P1. When the nocturnal LLJ is fully developed and the water vapor 

transport is strong (P2), a number of precipitation systems are developed upwind of MP. 

The precipitation systems merge and intensifies in the upslope region. The stronger 

updrafts in P2 than in P1 results in the larger accretion rate which is the main contributor 

to the heavy precipitation over the upslope region. In addition, the melting of ice 

hydrometeors also contributes to the precipitation in P2. The local topographic effects on 

the extreme precipitation are investigated by comparing the results of the HRES 

simulation to those of the CNTL simulation. The increase in horizontal resolution makes 

the southern slope of MP steeper, resulting in intensified updrafts and weakened 

downdrafts. The region of increased vertical velocity (the northwest of Cherrapunji) is 

well-matched with the region of increased precipitation. The increase in simulated 

precipitation in the HRES simulation reduces the deviation from the rain gauge 

observation seen in the CNTL simulation, implying the importance of very high 

horizontal resolutions in the simulations of extremely heavy precipitation case in MP. 

 Furthermore, the sensitivities of the simulation of this extreme precipitation event 

to different physics parameterization schemes and the performance of the multiphysics 

ensemble are investigated. The simulations with different cloud microphysics schemes 

show similar spatial distribution patterns of precipitation but different precipitation 

intensities. The precipitation distribution and intensity are more sensitive to PBL schemes 

than radiation schemes. The multiphysics ensemble gives a satisfactorily better 

performance compared to most of the individual ensemble members. The performance of  
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Figure 6.1 The schematic diagram for processes associated with extremely heavy 

precipitation in MP during (a) P1 and (b) P2. 
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the improved microphysics scheme that includes the stochastic autoconversion and 

accretion processes is similar to that of the multiphysics ensemble, improving 

precipitation prediction considerably. 
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